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PREFACE
The national high school debate propositions for 1960-01 selected
by the Committee on Discussion and Debate Materials and Interstate
Cooperation of the National University Extension Association areRe8olved, That the North Atlantic Treaty Organization should
be transformed into a federal government.
Resolved, That the United Nations should be significantly
strengthened.
Resolved, That the United States should initiate a federal
world government.
Appended are collections of excerpts from articles and books and
bibliographies related to these three propositions. They have been
prepared in response to numerous requests from Members of Congress
for materials on these subjects. In selecting the excerpts the goal has
been to provide some introductory background information and a
sampling of various points of view on the subjects concerned. The
compilation is intended to stimulate initial thought and discussion
rather than to cover the subjects exhaustively or to stress any particular view. The bibliographies, it is hoped, will serve as a useful
introduction to the extensive materials that have been published
on the pertinent topics.
The excerpts and bibliographies were compiled in the Foreign
Affairs Division of the Legislative Reference Service. Inclusion of
any statement or citation in this compilation implies neither approval
nor disapproval by the Legislative Reference Service of any opinions
expressed therein. The number and length of excerpts covering
various points of view is to some extent influenced by the availability
of The
Published material.
Legislative Reference Service sincerely thanks those copyright holders who have kindly extended permission for the reproduction of texts in this compilation. The extension of such permission
is acknowledged in the source citations for the individual quoted
texts.
HuGH L. ELSEREE,
Director, Legielative Reference Service,
Library of Congress.
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STRENGTHENING FREE WORLD SECURITY
NATO and Atlantic Cooperation
The United Nations and World Government
I. THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION AND
ATLANTIC COOPERATION
'rie NoRTH ATLANTIC TIIEATY OIIOANISATION-W-AT IT IS AND WHAT

I't DoE'S
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is the tangible expression

of the fundamental comnmunitv' of interest of 15 nations-the signatories to the North Atlantic 'Treaty.

One of the shortest international dccuments despite its great

significance, the North Atlantic Treaty proclaims as its first aim the

determination of member governments "to safeguard the freedom,
common heritage and civilization of their peoples, founded on the
principles of d(,mocracy, individual liberty and the rule of law."
Under the treaty tlio nations agree that an armed attack agamist any
one of them will'be considered an attack against all. Shouldan attack
occur, e4ch country is to take whatever action it deems necessary
including the use of armed force. The military and naval forces of
NA'rO stand reody to back up this basic provision of the treaty on a
collective bIsis an'd to redeem the pledge of the treaty members to
work togotlher to increnase t-heir capacity for self-defense through selfbolp and mutual aid.
Much more than solely a military alliance, NATO is increasingly
reflecting the pledged efforts of its members to cooperate in various
long-range activities designed to enhance their political, economic,
and cultural institutions.
The North Atlantic Treaty was signed at Washington on April 4,
1949, by the United States, Canada, and 10 nations of Western
Europe-Belgium, Denmark, France Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and the United Kingdom.
Greece and Turkey becatmeo members in February 1952, 'and the
Federal Republic of Germany joined in May 1955.
NATO is a free association of sovereign nations. Its unity is not
imposed by any one member on the others and agreements arrived at
among the member countries have always been the result of voluntary
action based on a recognition of mutual interest. * *
I Excerpts from U.M.
Department of state, '"ATO,19"4, The Fint Ten Yesn" Wubtngton, I%%
pp. 4-&
1
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Is NATO ONLY AMILITARY ORGANIZATION?'
No, NATO has a nonmilitary side as well. Realizing that armed
strength can only rest on sound bases of social, political, and economic
power, the NATO countries have undertakenfurther development of peaceful and friendly international relations by strength.
ening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the
principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions
of stability and well-being.

Political cooperation among the members, particularly in regard to
a common front against Russia's periodic diplomatic 'bludgeonings,
has been well developed. The 15 NATO members are in constant
consultation to an extent never before reached in the history of
nations, and although they may never develop a completely uniform
policy--simply because they are free and independent nations-they
lave already achieved coordination of their policies in many fields to
a degree unprecedented in history.
The NATO members also cooperate in scientific and technical
matters, pooling their resources to meet the threats posed by Soviet
challenges in atomic weapons, intercontinental missiles, and earth
satellites.
WHAT ABOUT ECONOMIC COOPERATION?

The NATO Treaty pledges the members to seekto eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and to encourage
economic collaboration between any or all of them.

Without strong economies, the allies could not support the burden of
defense.
Several international organizations have already joined NATO
incmbers in close economic collaboration in Europe. Chief among
these are the Organization for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC-to which certain non-NATO countries also belong), the
Coal and Steel Community, Euratom, and the Common Market.
Wile these economic efforts are not made directly under the banner
of NATO, they nonetheless reflect the determination of NATO
members to strengtheD themselves in the common cause and to overcome the divisive influences which in the past have plagued Europe.
CHANGES AT ALL LEVELS: NATO'

(By Ernst B. Haas)
NATO for its part has * * * undergone substantial modifications

and the aims of the pact have been constantly enlarged. While it has
been fashionable to speak of "the NATO crisis" since the advent of
the Suez problems, the truth of the matter is that in varying degrees,

the history of the organization has been a series of crises with, clashing
viewpoints among the member governments. * * *

One of the sharpest challenges to allied unityhas been the issue of
nuclear strategy in NATO military planning. The United States and
IEtcerpts From Amritma Council on NATO, laG. "NATO Hope kfr tbh FmrWorld," Now York

1950. pp. 14-16.

8 Ezoerpts from "1Regional Integrti-om and National Policy," Irternational Condliation May 1967: pp.
391-427.
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British Air Forces are the only services capable of undertaking strategic
bombing with atomic weapons. However, their operations are not
subject to NA'T'O direction. The possibility of such operations being
initiated without NATO consent has haunted the continental governmnents. This fear has been aggravated by national U.S. military
emphasis on smaller units arned with tactical nuclear devices rather
than on large and conventionally armed ground forces. In the long
run, such a reorganization is designed to permit a saving in funds and
manpoweor including a reduction of U.S. forces stationed in Europe
under NAT'O command. This policy found a ready response in France
and the United Kingdom, which proposed to follow suit, and in 1956
they asked the United States to share its supplies of tactical nuclear
weapons with its allies. The first step in fullillmnent of this request was
taken during .he Eisenhower-Macmillan Bermuda talks. In the
joint communique which was issued on March 24, 1957, it was
announced that "agreement in principle" bad been reached on the
provision by the United States to the British forces "of certain guided
missiles." About 10 days later the United Kingdom issued a white
paper announcing substantial cuts in its armed services and a revamping of its military establishment with primary emphasis on nuclear
deterrent power.
.•.st Germany however, has viewed this development with a more
compensatein with
atomic
plansignificant
seeks to inferiority
eye.a permanent
Tho NATOand
jaundiced
manpower:
firepower for
hence the insistence on German dvisions, which are to compel the
Soviets to mass their assault troops, which in turn will make the employment of nuclear weapons militarily feasible. But German
opinion has not been slow to point out that the ensuing atomic carnage
will take place on German soil, involve primarily German personnel,
and commit NATO irrevocably to more rather than less atomic planning. NATO exercises with mock atomic weapons and especially the
"casualties" gave rise in 1955 to a hardening of the German population's opposition to the introduction of conscription and to the whole
policy of participation in NATO. Ironically enough, German as
well as French critics of Bonn's rearmament have not been slow to ask
why any German troops were required if atomic firepower could
compensate for the manpower deficiency.
Finally, NATO is not the only alliance to possess atomic weapons:
the Warsaw coalition also possesses them. Hence any signs of a
"softening" in Soviet foreign and military policy is bound to be interpreted with great hope by the European governments. Since the
death of Stalin, exhortations by the nited States that the Soviet
threat remains real have been countered by European views that war
is less and less likely because of the deterrent effect of the atomic
power which both sides possess and because of Soviet internal problenis. It is therefore argued that less and less emphasis be placed on
military planning and mor,) attention be devoted to economic and
political coordination of national policies. The task of NATO is to
convince a "softening" Moscow that Western aims are peaceful. As
Canada's Minister for External Affairs Lester Pearson put it:
A renewed emphasis on the nonmilitary side of NATO's development would
also be the best answer to the Soviet charge that it is an aggressive, exclusively
military agency, aimed against Moscow. One way in which NATO might pursue
this objective would be to initiate consultations from time to time on the economic
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policies of its members, just as we now hold frequent consultations-to great
mutual advantage-oon foreign and defense policies.

British Conservatives have called for the coordination of economic
and colonial policies, in the NATO Council and especially through
the convoking of an advisory parliamentary assembly. Italy's President Giovanni Gronchi advocates the dedication of NA'IO to tihe
economic development of the poorer member states. Many memix r
countries, but especially the smaller ones, favor creation of a profederal NATO legislature, to approach the concept of a true political
"Atlantic Community."
The strengthening of thie consultative process and the central NATO
machinery implicit in all these suggestions, including an enhanced
role for the already very powerful Secretary-General, has met with a
cool reception in Washington. Secretary of State Dulles has repeatedly expressed the conviction that, the coordination of the totality of
the numbers' foreign and defense policies was neither necessary nor
desirable. Further, he declined to second demands for an expansion
of NATO economic activity and called attention to the existence of
European agencies already active in this field. Nor has he retracted
emphasis on the doctrine of "massive retaliation" by strategic atomic
m10ans in favor of some notion of "graduated deterrence" which would
allow a greater scope for limited and tactical atomic weapons or
conventionally armed troops. * $ *
MAXIMAL COLLECTIVE THINKING

The central feature of NATO is the mushrooming of central institut ions, in response to newly felt conunon needs. The treaty itself mentions only one permanent organ-a cnuncil-and its powers were
unspecified. The North Atlantic Council has remained the central
policymaking organ, having jurisdiction over the political, economic,
and military aspects of the alliance. Under it, however, an initially
unplanned civilian central structure has arisen, with coordinating
functions far exceeding those of any other regional or universal international organization. A Council of Permanent Representatives of
the member governments is in continuous session to work out details
of joint policy, or submit suggestions to the council. It is assisted
by a series of technical committees, staffed in part by govornmentol
delegates and in part by members of the NATO Secretariat, who take
directions from no single government. Policy emerges as a result of
discussion among governmental delegates and independent experts
and ceases therefore to be exclusively an intergovernmental compromise. The Secretary-General acts as a full member of the council
and as the chairman of the permanent representatives, thus constantly
adding his independent voice to those of the governments. Yet the
decisions of this structure are not unequivocally binding on the
members and implementation, of course, rests in their hands.
On the military side of NATO institutions, much more centralization of authority prevails. The headquarters of the member nations
have .been "integrated," thus giving rise to four large regional commnallls, under the direction of the NATO Military Committee and its
permanently functioning standing group-in effect the NATO
General Staff. In Europe a major additional step toward "integration" was taken by the creation of a single command for all NATO
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"earmarked" forces stationed on the continent. This command,
SACEUR, has exclusive powers to deploy these troops in time of war
and peace, to coordinate their training, organiization, and armaments.
However, it lacks jurisdiction over national forces not clearly assigned
to it in peacetime or earmarked for its usO in time of war. * * *
These developments have affected national sovereignty in various
ways. They have brought with them specialization among the member countries as to the kind of military contribution they make; no
longer does each country seek to mobilize nationally balanced forces,
since responsibility for an overall balance between infantry, armor,
jt fighters, and long-range bombers has been assumed by NATO.
This clearly implies indefinite mutual military interdependence.
In the realm of strategy, the Standing Group and SACEUR endorsed
decisions to insist on 12 German divisions, to rely on tactical nuclear
weapons, and most important, to incorporate the doctrine of massive
nuclear deterrence into NATO military planning.
Commitments such as SACEUR's to use atomic weapons naturally
gave rise to a great deal of uneasiness among NAATO's civilian chiefs
and member governments, resulting at the December 1954 Council
session in an insistence that the decision to use the "ultimate"
weapons be made by joint consultation among the governments and
not by the military. While it is difficult to see how an immediate
military judgment of this kind, assuming imminence of hostilities,
could be made by intergovernmental consultation, secret procedures
have apparently been worked out. This step clearly implies a dele.
gation of national power to the alliance without precedent in international relations.
Task expansion has been especially striking in the economic
field *
When, after 1950, Washington pressed for more European defense
efforts as the Korean war went on, more and more demands for an
"equitable sharing of burdens" were heard implying the need for some
kind of central formula whereby the wealthier member states would
assume a greater financial burden on behalf of the collectivity. In
an effort to reconcile the divergent viewpoints, a Temporary Council
Committee was created, composed of three respected "wise men,"
receiving no instructions from any government and free to recomncend
as they saw fit. This highly unorthodox procedure was so successful
that it has been made permanent. Each year the member governments in their "annual review" examine each other's contributions
and seek to agree on next year's. If they cannot agree, the SecretaryGeneral is called upon to make compromise suggestions and to
modiate-a function Lord Ismay fulfilled with invariable success.
In a setting of growing institutions and expanding tasks, the method
whereby decisions are made in this alliance is clearly crucial. On
the military side, orders to deploy equip, and train troops are binding,
though even at the integrated Leadquarters they are never made
without consultation and frequent compromises among national military staffs. On the civilian side, the principle of unanimity permits
of no simple and straightforward chain of command. Experience
has resulted in the evolution of a "NATO method" of decision making
which avoids any formal voting. Recommendations for action are
advanced by the Secretary-General of the Standing Group, while
requests for specific measures may be submitted by governments.
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Action depends on a process of confrontation of aims, discussion,
possible remittal for further study to the permanent representatives
and Secretariat, resubmission, and eventual adoption or rejection.
Compromise is the universal solvent; no decisions are made without
it. The essence of the "method" is the inevitable sloughing off which
takes place among initially conflicting national viewpoints as sugges.
tions go through the mill of discussion, study, and analysis at the level
of instructed delegates and Secretariat.
Consensus achieved through this technique differs in quality and
duration. Political issues of basic foreign policy provide an area in
which the "NATO method" has encountered the most difficulty.
Such issues especially the nature of the Soviet threat and the future
policy of the alliance toward the U.S.S.R., are discussed by the
Council at regular 6-month intervals. Unanimous resolutions, however should not obscure the fact that differences in interpretation and
emphasis recur. For example, it took the allies 4 years to decide on
the relationship of Germany to the coalition.
Economic matters, however, are dealt with far more successfully
through a regular and frank annual review. Yet the absence of a
firm "burden-sharing" formula has brought forth sharp complaintF
from the smaller member countries, especially Belgium and there haj
by no means been full and regular implementation of the Council's
rearmament goals each year. Governments may decline to accept a
recommendation of the Council and thus incur no obligation to comply.
If they do accept, however, the presumption is that they will me,ke
every effort to achieve the goals set.
The most striking instance of success of the NATO method is the
common infrastructure program. Yet even here no permanent costsharing formula has ever been found acceptable. One NATO official
commented:
Thus seven infrastructure slices were financed according to different cost-nharilg
formulas negotiated with difficulty, but finally realized, sometimes after, a kind
of conclave of ministers who were determined not to leave the room 'until a
formula had been agreed upon.

The absence of full agreement on economic issues has beer, partly
compensated for by bilateral U.S. aid, which goes at least part way
toward meeting the'European concern about the overemphasis on
military aspects. * * *

Although there have been successful decisions jointly uiade, this
should not obscure the facts that NATO cannot compel a recalcitrant
government to toe the line, that it has often failed to do sc, and that
the achievement of consensus is by no means assured. All of the
member countries have opposed formal standardization of vqrmaments,
a uniform 2-year or 18-month period of conscription, and harmoniza.
tion of the pay scales of their troops in NATO. Yet it must be stressed
that none of these instances of resistance to collective thinli:ing involves
an outright violation of a central directive or resolution. Even France
consulted SHAPE pro formal before withdrawing its troops from
/
Germany for service in Algeria.
Instances in which NATO members clearly failed to carry out the
terms of directives and resolutions are extremely rare'. An obvious
case is the refusal of Greek and Turkish units to operate jointly with
British forces in the eastern Mediterranean, as a rceul.. of the tension
generated by the Cyprus dispute. In this case, at dispute among
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NATO members clearly disrupted the chain of command established
by SACEUR. But the more common pattern is not so much failure
to implement as it is delaying tactics and lack of enthusiasm, thus of
course implying less collective action than was anticipated. Most
conspicuously, Vest Germany is over 2 years behind the schedule
pledged in 1954 with respect to raising 12 divisions, because domestic
opposition to rearmament makes a more rapid pace extremely hazardous politically for tile Adenauer government. France has been guilty
of the same lack of cooperation. Almost all the European nicmim(rs
have lagged behind the economic goals of rearmament at various
times without showing great concern.
The most flagrant instance of resistance to collective thinking would
be the continuous insistence on unilateral national policy outside the
pact framework, in violation of the desires of the bulk of the members.
of this the United States has been guilty on occasion, with the most
conspicuous example being the "newlook" in military policy, implying
reliance on massive nuclear deterrence as the major weapon. The
result has been that some European military men have responded
with their insistence on an equally new look with the British announce.
meant of April 1957 representing the logical extreme of this tendency.
The United Kingdom s determination to cut its army in half, abolish
tile R.A.F., conscription, and the bulk of the Royal Navy is linked
with the plan to rely exclusively on missiles and nuclear weapons for
defense. The plan was evolved not only in defiance of NATO but
implies an undermining of joint strategy of unprecedented proportions,
especially if it should be emulated by European governments equally
anxious to economize on defense spending.
The "NATO method" may still succeed in arranging a compromise
between the clashing viewpoints. But it may also add evidence to
the disintegration of consensus on the very military questions which
heretofore have furnished the bedrock of NATO agreement, and thus
augment the unresolved political issues which already plague the
alliance. In the past, resistance to collective thinking has been
manifest in U.S. refusal to bow to European notions on Communist
China and East-West trade, in Washington's reluctance to carry over
into national policy agreement reached in Paris on a slackening of the
Soviet threat in Europe. Similarly, Western European concern over
a common NATO front on colonial issues was greeted with an overt
U.S. policy espousing the anticolonial viewpoint, implying Anglo.
French unilateralism in Egypt. The "NATO method" has clearly
failed to produce collective-thinking in the political realm; and the
implications of British military planning would be that military
agreement is becoming equally tenuous.
The Council session of December 19560 brought into sharp focus the
forces arguing for more collective action and those which resist this
trend. Rum lings of discontent over the unresolved differences in
aspiration among the members had led the preceding Council session
(May 1950) to a point a second group of three "wise men "-Lester
Pearson of Canada, Halvard Lange of Norway, and Gaetano Martino
of Italy-to submit recommendations for a strengthening of the NATO
consultative machinery . The report was considered by the Council
in a setting of UnitedStates and Scandinavian dismay over AngloFrench unilateral action, British and French despair with their allies
over NATO's failure to protect the Suez Canal which is Europe's
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access to Middle Eastern oil U.S. overtures to Afro-Asian opinion
and the festering Cyprus problem. Never since 1951 had interallied
confidence and cooperation reached such a low ebb.
* Rejecting pleas for providing NATO with a popular base in the form
of a parliamentary assembly, the "wise men" argued, however, that
the already established unity of defense and military policies among
the members made the permanent coordination of foreign policies
mandatory. Hence they suggested continuous consultation on all
such issues, including those outside the immediate NATO area.
Further they proposed that the Secretary-General's powers be expanded by authorizing him to appoint a mediation and arbitration
commission from among the Council's members, to aid in solving
disputes among NATO countries at the request of the interested governments. As on previous occasions, the internal crisis brought on
by dynamic conditions and divergent national aims was to be overcome
by strengthening the central organization, in this case by equipping
it with new powers for the pacific settlement of disputes. inedwith
the report was the European desire to anchor the decision-making
power over the use of atomic weapons in the central civilian structure
and to reaffirm SACEUR's supranational powers over national armed
forces.
The Council reacted by accepting the expanded role of the Secretary General and gave meaning to this decision by apointing Belgium's outspoken, energetic, and self-asserting Foreign Minister, PaulHenri Spank, to that office. The appointment is all the more
meaningful since M. Spaak stands for a more powerful central
machinery, and expansion of the NATO role in colonial and Middle
Eastern affairs, and defends a stringent multipartite civilian control
over the use of atomic weapons. On the use of the atom bomb,
M. Spaak has written:
Decisions c:,n he taken in the Council of NATO only by unanimity; each of the
diplomats who sits there must ask his own government for lnisructions before
acting on i0,nv serious matter. A council of this sort cannot deal with a~n urgent
situation.

Evidently a serious gap exists and must be bridged * * *. The

menace of the atom" bomb points directly to the reinforcement of the Atlantic
Alliance--in its aims but above all in its methods * * *. The atom bomb leaves
no realm for neutrnlity or separate national policies. The West is condemned not
only to wage war together but to create policy together.

A further successful compromise was reached on the attitude to be
adopted toward unrest in the Soviet sphere, the implications of the
Hungarian revolt, and the possibility of its spreading to East Germany.
For Bonn, Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano argued passionatelv that NATO should do every thing in its power not to encourage
further revolts in order to minimize the danger of West German
unofficial armed support going to potential East German rebels.
Hence he defended the maintenance of existing levels of forces and
opposed any reductions planned by Britain and the United States,
while stressing the declaration of a formal NATO hands off policy.
The final decision of the Council gave him full satisfaction, even
though United Kingdom and United States representatives had
initially been less forthright.
On the crucial issue of permanent consultations to assure a united
policy on colonial and extra-European questions, however, no compromise emerged. Secretary Dulles took firm exception to the recom-
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mendations of the three "wise men" on this score, reserving the right
of the United States to move unilaterally in Far and Middle Eastern
questions. Canada's plea for permanent coordination went unheeded
as did Turkey's for an extension of the NATO area to include the
Middle East and the Baghdad Pact region.

U.S. policy in that region

since the meeting underscores the continued unilateral nature of its
activities. NATO decisions, despite M. Spaak's argument for a firm
policy on the Suez Canal, did not go beyond endorsing the principles
which the United Nations had adopted as a basis for a settlement. * * *
*
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THE POLITICAL FUTURE OF NATO 4

(By Paul-Henri Spaak)
Those who believe in the utility and effectiveness of the Atlantic
Alliance must ask themselves whether, in spite of its undeniable success, NATO, as constituted today, adequately meets the Communist
threat in the new form it has assumed. I fear that the answer must
be negative. For, although the Atlantic Alliance has achieved its
main aim, and is therefore very definitely a success, the Communist
threat has spread both geographically and ideologically. It is no
longer a threat confined to Europe. It is at least as great a danger
to Asia and Africa, while, at the present time, it is probably economic
and social rather than military and political.
NEW TASKS

After 10 years, we have succeeded in building a system of military

defense which probably safeguards us against aggression. * * *

But what would be the use of all this in the long run, if Europe, now
so strongly defended, were to be outflanked in the Middle East and
in Africa? * * *

"BALANCE OF TERROR"

Is there a single statesman, whether in the Communist world or the
free world, so foolish as to believe that after a third world war, waged
with atomic weapons, the problems to be faced would be easier than
those of today? There is not. The traditional concept of a military
victory has been shattered, and the basic factors underlying
the
transformed. * * *
problem of war have thus been radically

We can never, in fact compete with Soviet arms on manpower
alone, therefore our shield forces must be of the highest quality; they
must be equipped with the most up-to-date weapons; they musý be
highly flexible and highly mobile so that they are able to deter and, if
necessary, to deal with, threats of every size and variety. They must
be forces which can be handled as one, under effective and competent
international command, and this means that their communications,
their training their infrastructure and their spirit must be highly
developed and international in character. * * *

Naturally, it would be ideal if all nations could agree upon general
and controlled disarmament. But short of this ideal solution I continue to believe that the existence of the atomic weapon is the best
guarantee against war. The worst mistake we could make, and the
4 Ezcerpts from NATO letter, December 199, pp. 2-5.
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most likely to make war possible or even probable, would be to accept

disarmament in the atomic field alone and thus bring war down once
again to the man-to-man level. * * *
NONMILITARY AIMS
Tile Atlantic Organization has built up a satisfactory military apparatus and is we hopo and believe, strong enough to discourage any
aggression. We must now seek to give the alliance the solid foundation of a united, or at least a coordinated, foreign policy. Armed
force, after all, is an instrument of policy. It is not much use having
the instrument if you have no policy.
In the second( half of the 20th century a purely military alliance is
not enough. Certainly, we have to explain to our peoples that. they
might one day have to defend themselves in common against a coinmoln enemy; but we have also to explain to them that they must learn
to lvo together. Somehow they must grow to understand what

solid and permanent interests they have in common.
The authors of the Washington Treaty understood this very well,
but during the first 6 years of its life the alliance concentrated mainly
on the military effort.

At the beginning of 1056 the foreign ministers of member countries

invited three of their number to study the political aspects of the

alliance and to make a report, and the Suez crisis in that year gave

dramatic evidence of the urgency of finding a solution to this problem.
For in this matter of grave international policy, the French and the
British took one position and the Americans took another, which was
closer to that taken by the Russians.
It was perfectly clear at that time that such a situation, if it were
to occur again, would be fatal to the alliance, and everyone was
therefore in a suitable frame of mind to accept the report ivhich the
three ministers produced at the end of the year.
POLITICAL CONSULTATION

For this report *vigorously underlined the absolute need for coordination of foreign policy and recommended that there should be
methodical consultation amongst the allies before any individual

action was taken.
You may regard this recommendation as a glimpse of the obvious,
or you may regard it as a revolutionary proposal. Consultation has
always played a part in diplomatic method, and there was therefore,
nothing essentially new in the idea. On the other hand, never in
history has there been an effort of consultation so systematically
practiced amongst 15 nations whose geographical positions, relative
importance, and national traditions are so varied.
It is certainly no easy matter to coordinate the foreign policy of
these countries. I would not like to say that all our efforts have been
successful, but I can say that we have achieved substantial results.
It is a new experiment and we shall not be able to decide finally upon
its success or failure for a number of years. Generally speaking, the
consultation has been well applied in regard to relations between
East and West. For 2 years almost all the notes exchanged between

the great powers of the alliance and the Soviet Union were seriously
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examined and discussed beforehannd in the Permanent Council. It can
therefore, be said that these notes were the expression of a concerted

common policy and not merely of the ideas of one or other member
country.
UNITED POLITICAL FRONT
The press talks a great deal about crises in NATO, and about the

dificulties which member countries find in agreeing with one another.
Certainly such difficulties exist,. But I do not consider them to be
in any way a sign of crisis. They are inevitable, and even useful, in
an association of 15 free countries, considering the complexity of the
problems which have to be resolved.
Thle encouraging fact. is that whenever it, has been a question of

meeting the Soviet Union in negotiations, differences on[the Western
side have always been surmounted. * * *
ExriiA-FwUROPEAN REBPONSIBILITIES

But an optimistic statement like this should not conceal the fact
that. the Organization is threatened with a difficult problem inl regard
to polit ical consult action.
Some governments think that the Atlantic Alliance, which is a
limite(l regional defense pact, is insufficient today. They point out
that, in its present form and with its present functions, it cannot
provide a solution to problems lying outside its geographical limits.

They maintain that NATO neglects the vital problem of global
strategy.
Governments who feel this way have a tendency to treat consultation within NATO as of secondary importance and this is certainly
harmful to our Organization. I consider that we must find a remedy

for this because I bleieve there is a real. case for the argument that
NATO's procedures are out of (late.

It is not possible in 1959 to isolate European problems from those

of Africa or Asia. In the first place, the Communist pressure is
more and more directed toward those two continents. Secondly,
certain members of NATO have wide and important interests outside
the territory covered by the Washington Treaty.
What should we do'l We cannot change the treaty. We cannot
ask the member countries as a whole to extend their military commnitments. But we can make the general consultation in NATO more
systematic and thorough, and we can add to it a system of limited
consultation in which. those countries would take part which have
special interest in the problems in different parts of the world.
In these restricted consultations all the political, economic, and
military problems should be studied with the purpose of reaching a
coordinated policy. It should be more than a mere exchange of information and documents. It should lead to the conclusion of particular agreements.
There may be some difficulties about this system, but I see many
advantages. The most powerful members of the alliance, who would,
of course, be members of all the restricted committees, would thus
acquire a general view of world problems and would be in a position
to coordinate the action of the alliance. This, it seems to me, would
be a stop toward the elaboration of a global strategy.
58884--60---2
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EVOLUTION OF CONSULTATION

The countries with limited interests would have the opportunity to
concert their action with their more powerful allies and would no doubt
obtain from them the help they need. Finally, the other members of
the alliance would not be kept in the dark. On the contrary, the
would be informed, to the extent that they were interested, in accorlance with the principles laid down in the report of the "three wise
men." * * *
•
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ATLANTIC CONGRESS--PROPOSALS FOR POTLITICALTY REVAMPING

NATO 6

The Atlantic Congress was held in London, Jutie 5-10, 1959. It
was attended by 650 citizens from every NATO country except Iceland
in order to discuss on a nongovernmental level problems of the North
Atlantic alliance. There were 130 delegates from the United States.
(The report of the political committee as adopted by the Congress
read in part as follows:)
COMMmTEE (CoMMrrTEE B) As ADOPTED BY
REPORT OF THE ATLANTIC PoLrricTI
THE CONGREss AT THE PLENARY SESSION ON JUNE 9

When the North Atlantic Treaty was concluded 10 years ago it
was easy to foresee that, apart from the conditions of insecurity
which brought it into being, it would have to become a structural
and prominent element of world policy.
Indeed it not only meets a need for protection, but it brings

together peoples having an essential bond of positive solidarity the
same conception of man and his place in society and the same love
ol democratic liberties.
As the fundamental and permanent nature of the Communist
menace became clearer, and with the general realization that it came
from a civilization opposed to ours and on which it feeds, we have
become more conscious of this solidarity and of its extension into all
fields of activity..
If we are to survive we are faced by the necessity of opposing the
Communist world, which is held together by the violence of its
methods and policies, and activated by a new revolutionary faith
designed to appeal to the economically less advanced peoples.
Our determination to do this cannot be questioned. But the
problem before us is whether the alliance as it operates today gives
effective expression to this desire of our peoples, whether we have
yet reached a sufficient degree of unity, whether existing measures
are adequate to meet the dangers-in a word whether its policy is
adequate to meet requirements.
Many people are very skeptical on this point; and the important

Congress we are now holding has no other aim than to devote itself
to this question.
It is obvious that an alliance between 15 sovereign States is seriously
handicapped at the outset in view of the complication of unanimity
&Excerpts from Atlantlo Congres, Report, London, 6-10 June 1969, Prepared by the Intematiobn
Secretariat of the NATO Parliamentarians Conference, pp. 6-".
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procedures which paralyze the integration of methods or coordination
of policies. Our governments already realized this difficulty in 1956
and entrusted the "three wise men" with the task of making appropriate proposals.
It is unfortunate, however that in practice little or no account
was taken of their advice, neither in the matter of the standardization
of armaments nor in the common approach to the relations with the
uncommitted countries, or the question of how to achieve a higher
degree of economic cooperation.
This then is the crux of the matter. The pooling of our national
resources in the traditional form of international cooperation seems
today hopelessly inadequate and out of date compared with the new
danger that is threatening us all in equal measure.
Of course, one solution would be to bring about some form of
political federation of all of our States. The idea of such a federation
at this time should not be ruled out, but we must face up to the possibility that it may be psychologically premature. In any event
we must proceed beyond the stage of an alliance. In other words
what we must do is to create a genuine community.
This will not be an easy task. What it requires is an entirely new
enterprise for which there is no precedent in history. It is also
one which must be built up on empirical lines combining the maximum
amount of boldness in design with a sense of realities.
At all events, there is a fundamental principle which we must
acknowledge as the cornerstone of this community; namely, that
the traditional concept of the sovereignty of our countries must not
be regarded as something unalterable, like Holy Writ. It must also
be realized that in our democratic society the rights of the individual,
though they remain the general rules of that society, are limited by
law in order to preserve the freedom of other individuals, or to insure
social progress in accordance with technical progress. Hence the
need for us to accept limitations of the sovereignty of our States;
limitations which are urgently called for by the overriding needs of
our defense, our well-being, and our unity.
In practice, this would require the transfer to a common authority
of that part of our national authority which we are obviously no
longer in a position to insure except in an inefficient and outdated
manner. The issue at stake is a practical problem and not one
involving some new philosophical doctrine. We simply must learn
the lessons of the evolution of the world we live in. It is clear that we
are living in an era when s'.feguarding of the freedom of man-which
is the highest good-will be impossible to insure without far-reaching
structural reforms. * * *

We are coming to the decisive moment when the balance of force
runs the risk of being upset. NATO must prepare itself to confront
simultaneously all these threatening perils, which other committees
of the Congress have been examining and which while keeping them in
mind, we need not go into now.
But NATO can only do this if it maintains its strategy and military
potential in a position to deter aggression directed against any of its
members, and if it builds up stronger institutions which will effectively
place the whole of its means at the service of a policy of closer union
which will lead mankind to the new era made possible by scientific,
industrial, political, and moral progress. * * *
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THE POLITICAL EXPRESSION OF THE ALLIANCE

A guarantee of security having been acquired, and with the member nations of NATO groin increasingly aware of their deep solidarity, it has become essential to give at better political expression to
this guarantee and this interdependence. Efforts have already been
made in this direction, and results have been recorded which, however inadequate, still make it possible to claim that NATO is now no
longer merely a military alliance but a forerunner of political community.
It is therefore imperative to examine anew the further possibilities
for the development of the alliance. To help in bringing this about,
the Political Committee submits the following resolution:
That in order to consider the further development, of the alliancee our governments bo requested to carry out its soon as possible the reinuider of the t1anankimous rcconiniondation of the Third NATO Parliamentarians' Conference (out
of which the present, Congress arose) by bringing itbout not litter than the spring
of 1960 a special conference composed of not more than a hundred leading representative citizens, directed to convene for as long ats necessary in order to exantiuio
exhaustively, and to rcecomnend as exp~editiously as possible, the inealns by which
greater cooperation and unity may beat be developed within the Atlantic Colnmunity.

The work of this Conference would obviously be on a very largo
scale. It would have to give the most careful attention to the problems of the North Atlantic as at whole as well as to the important
questions of principle which the Congress has barely touched upon.
The Committee is well aware of the discussions now proceeding in
other sections of the Congress and of the fact that the numerous
problems concerning the aims and institutions of the alliance and the
relations of its members with other parts of the world are closely
connected. But with regcrd to the questions before it., the Committee suggests that the Special Conference should consider whether
the unity of the Atlantic Community and the efficiency of its institutions would or would not be strengthened by the subsequent development of the Conference of NATO Parliamentarians and of a small
advisory committee composed of eminent personalities attached to
the Bureau of the General Secretariat, and also by the adoption by
the North Atlantic Council of the weighted preference vote.
The Conference will assuredly realize that good results have materialized from the wider powers and duties recently invested in
the Secretary General. That is why, taking into account the value
and significance of these results, the Congress hopes that the North
Atlantic Council will examine more thoroughly the question of the
Secretary General's powers, with a view to enabling him to voice even
more fully the opinions of the alliance regarding the problems which
arise in its sphere of action and regarding all those problems which
may, directly or indirectly, threaten its vital interests in any part of
the world.
For the solution of these problems it is absolutely necessary that
there should be a greater degree of consultation, which is essential
for the coordination of policies. For this reason the following resolution has been adopted:
This conference expresses its satisfaction at the widening scope of Intimate con-

sultation among member NATO states on political matters, and In accor(anco
with the statement in the 1957 report of "the Three Wise Men" that "a mietmber
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government should not, without adequate advance consultation, adopt firm policies or nmke major political pronouncements on matters which significantly affect
the alliance or any of its members unless circumstances inake such prior consultation obviously and demionstra•lly impossible," which statement has already
been officially adopted ly the uinenuber governments; stresses the need for further
progrets in order for the NATO icovormuents to coordinate more fully within
the North Atlantic Council their policies on all questions of common concern.

However sincere, and however systematic, their political consultation may be, between 15 countries there are always liable to be differences. It would be unrealistic to deny this, but in their report for
1956 the Three Wise Men laid down the rule that friendly settlements
of any such differences should be sought. It is unthinkable that
between allies so closely united as the NATO countries by their history, their civilization, and their hopes, conciliation and arbitration
should be found to be inadequate. But the present machinery can be
improved, and the Congress recommends that a study group be set
up to consider methods which might be used and to study possible
ways and means, including the creation of a NATO Court of Justice.
NATO might, for example, supply judges who, having the same
ideals, would apply the legal principles common to all the nations
of the Atlantic Preaty. The peoples of this community have a common heritage of democracy and individual freedom under the rule of
law. The proposed study would make use of that heritage to seek
new methods of settlement of disputes based on law, the guarantee
and the expression of dignity and freedom, the very basis of relationship between man and communities.
In December 1957, while the world was still stirred by the emotion
aroused by the Soviet launching of the first artificial satellite, the
meeting of heads of government of the NATO countries was an unqualified success, both politically and psychologically. It is highly
desirable that such a meeting take place every year, whatever the
state of international tension, so that the efforts for closer harmony
of national interests may be thrown into sharper relief. This in turn
would enhance the realization felt by the Atlantic nations that the
bonds between them are far stronger than their divergencies, their
solidarity greater than their disagreements.
EUROPEAN FEDERALISM AND ATLANTIC COOPERATION

(By Ben T. Moore)
The modern federalists, whether their goal is Atlantic or European
federation, argue that a structure based on the principle of cooperation among sovereign states is beset by fundamental weaknesses. It
is slow and cumbersome in action, precisely because it must achieve
unanimity among many sovereigp members. Its leadership will be
weak because in practice is must be provided by national re.present&tives who are inhibited by the need to take account of national interests
as well as those of the group as a whole. The principle of "one country
one vote" is undemocratic because it equates the voice of a small
country with that of a large one. At the same time the powerful
members of the group can sometimes unfairly impose their will on
the weaker because their strength and wealth may be out of proportion
22zVrpta from "NATO and the Future, of Europe," Now York, Council on Foreia Reiation, 19S,
pp.217-rn. Reproduced by permbslon of Hurpet, for thOCouncil on TFoign
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to their legitimate influence based on population. Finally, cooperative arrangements for defense and trade expressed in treaties and
conventions are notoriously vague and fragile. Regardless of formal
commitments signed and sealed, they do not provide a precise, stable
and enduring framework within which to achieve the common
u`
weaknesses can be avoided, the federalists urge1 only by
recognizing that the basic unit of democratic politics is the individual
citizen, not the national state. Once this principle is accepted, then
truelfederal institutions can be established. Thereafter decisions
can be taken promptly by individual leaders chosen to represent the
federation as a whole. A federal legislature, selected on the principle
of equal representation for the population as a whole, can review,
influence, and share in the making of these decisions. Because power
is distributed in accordance with the democratic principle of "one
citizen, one vote," the problem of differences in the size and power of
the member states does not arise or can be compromised by readily
available federal devices. Since the traditional federal compact
involves a grant of broad, if defined, powers to federal institutions in
perpetuity, the stability of the association is insured.
SOVEREIGN STATE OR SUPRANATIONAL COMMUNITY

Even the organizations like NATO and OEEC which seek to preserve the principle of national sovereignty are developing in ways
which meet to some extent the federalist objections to purely cooperative arrangements. Leadership is provided not only by the representatives of governments but also by international officials-a
Secretary-General or Supreme Commander-who are responsive to
the needs of the organization as a whole. The council of governmental
representatives, sitting periodically at the ministerial level and in
permanent session as a council of high officials, has proved a reasonably
effective instrument for reaching decisions on such issues as are submitted to it for action. The loose and unprecise commitments of the
North Atlantic Treaty and the OEEC Convention have been given
content and made specific by a series of supplementary agreements
and decisions in the NATO annual review, the OEEC trade and
parents programs, and similar arrangements. Both NATO and
OEC have been able to create and adapt structures of military and
economic cooperation only dimly foreshadowed in their basic charters.
Nevertheless the federalist case against these organizations continues to be valid. The council of national representatives operating
on the rule of unanimity works as well as it does because frequently
important problems on which agreement would be difficult are either
not put before it at all or not pressed to an urgently needed decision.
The NATO Council has failed to deal effectively with problems long
vital to the organization, such as Algeria or Cyprus. The OEEC has
been deadlocked for years in its effort to promote the joint economic
development of the African territories of its members. Furthermore,
the supplementary agreements in NATO and OEEC are much more
limited in their duration than the underlying treaty or convention
and therefore uncertain. The North Atlantic Treaty could remain
legally in effect as a loose alliance, but NATO could be deprived of an
integrated force, the essential support of the treaty, by a series of
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national decisions in the Annual Review to reduce or withdraw forces.
Or the European Payments Union could collapse since an important
member might refuse to renew it each year without violating the
vague commitments in the OEEC Convention.
The most serious weakness of a cooperative international organization is the indirect impact of national legislation and public opinion
on its decision-making process. The views of other countries on the
important issues with which NATO or OEEC must deal can only
filter through the national representative to the administration of his
own country and then to the legislature and the voter. Outside the
deliberations of the councils, often held in secret and sparsely reported
in the press except when ministers or heads of state attend, there is
no direct confrontation of all the divergent positions which affect the
decisions of the organizations such as takes place in a national parliament or congress. Yet, the decisions of the organization can often
be carried out only. through legislative action or approval in all the
member states. As a result NATO and OEEC are too frequently
afflicted with immobility, conflicting national positions remain frozen
and cannot be compromised and adjusted by the normal democratic
process of parliamentary and public debate and decision in favor of a
majority
view
The institutions
of the Six represent an attempt to meet the
federalist criticisms in ways not open to the cooperative organizations.
Collective executive organs such as the high authority of the ECSC
and the commissions of the Common NMarket and Euratomn may
provide strong leadership and administrative authbriy committed to
the interests of the entire community and therefore, more effective
than a secretary-general whose powers are limited to advice and consultation. The ministerial councils of these institutions have been
given the power to make decisions by majority vote and can thereby
avoid the immobility imposed by the national veto. When the vote
of each minister is weighted roughly according to the population of
his country, the undemocratic principle of equating a small country
with a large one is abandoned. By including detailed commitments
for economic integration in treaties which are to run without any time
limit, the uncertainty which plagues the OEEC programs is reduced.
Nevertheless, these institutions cannot satisfy the true federalist

because they deny power to the individual voter and his representative. Like the assemblies of the Council of Europe or the WEU or
NATO's association of parliamentarians, the European Assembly of
the Six has no power to compel either national governments or the
collective organs of the community to act. Even without this power,
however, it may strengthen the process of international accommodation. Within it the legislative opinion of each member country will
confront that of every other andeach parliamentary delegation can
exert a direct influence on the views of its colleagues. A similar
process can be initiated in the other assemblies and they should be
encouraged and strengthened for this reason. But so long as it lacks
the attributes of a sovereign parliament the ability of the European
Assembly to compromise divergent positions and to review and
influence the actions of the executive organs of the community will
remain limited. And there can be no sovereign parliament without
direct election by the voters. To create the strong and efficient
executive needed to deal with the problems of economic integration,
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the Six are moving toward restrictions on the rights of member states
to veto collective action. But a strong executive which is not responsible to parliament and people is undemocratic. The advantages of
a supranational executive body cannot be achieved unless the full
measure of federalism inherent in a directly elected parliament is also
accepted.
A federal parliament would also enable the Six to deal with the
problem inherent in their present effort to legislate by treaty. As
matters stand now, the three treaties include detailed provisions which
must be adapted to meet new conditions but can be changed only by
the cumbersome procedure of treaty amendment. The grant of broad
though defined powers to a federal parliament would give the coinmunity greater flexibility to modify its detailed arrangements as
necessary in the future without sacrificinm the stable and firm commitments needed if it is to achieve its goal.
The advantages of a federal over a coo)perative structure are
important. A stronger and more efficient executive manned by community-oriented leaders can be combined with a parliament in which
the various interest of the community are represent ted and conflicts
adjusted with less risk of inaction than that. imposed by the mniintenance of the national veto. A federal compact can combine a firm
commitment with the flexibility needed for adjustments to changing
circumstances. Like the benefits of an economic or defense union,
however, these purely political advantages of a federal union presuppose a surrender of national independence and sovereignty.
Federalism may be possible in Europe; it seems less likely within thie
some time
to rely
mayitshave
Thisstructure
groupingwith
Atlantic
association.
by
problem
of for
leadership
a cooperative
to come on
the more powerful states.
AMERICA; BRITAIN, AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

The United States is the obvious leader of the Atlantic association.
Its size, military strength and wealth are each of a different order
of magnitude from that of any one of its Atlantic partners and single
it out for the.leading role in any association in which the basic unit
is the national state.
Yet the United States, clearly, has not used its superior power
either to dominate Europe or to tie it into a tight Atlantic entity
to serve the American interest. For the most part our European
partners have shared equitably in making the decisions which we have
been willing to submit to the Atlantic forum. Difficulties have
arisen primarily because we have withheld our great power or because
we have exercised it unilaterally or without taking what the Europeans
regard as sufficient account of their interests. The refusal to share
power, when the use of that power is deemed essential to the common
interest, can be as undemocratic as its use to control or dominate
others. This refusal accounts for a paradox that has bewildered
and distressed many Americans: at the same time that the Europeans
have shown many signs of feeling like American "satellites," they
have also pressed for more vigorous American leadership in NATO and
elsewhere. They have wanted to share more effective y in the direction and control of American power which, they feel, is essential to
their security and welfare.
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American leadership and initiative in relation to Western Europe
have frequently been vigorous and imaginative. In the economic
field, highly successful American initiatives like the Marshall Plan
were designed to restore European economic strength by promoting
unity so that Europe could stand on its own feet, iil(ependentt of
American support. Because imagination and leadership have never
been applied in similar terms to security problems, Europe ren•.ins
weak and dependent on American military power. Only by consistently pursuing the goal of Europ can strength through unity could the
United States justify a policy ofref using to share its power fully with
its European partners. Since it lacks both adequate power of iis own
and a share in American power, Europe feels that American leadership
is inadequate.
The assumption by American of leadership in an intimate Atlantic
association has been inhibited by several fundamental factors arising
out of its own characteristics and out of its position in the worhl-.
Unlike its European allies, it is a continental country with a large and
heterogeneous population. The problem of adjust6i1g varying ethnic,
regional, and economic interests assumes proportions far' exceeding
that of any of the Western European countries. Its Federal Government is large, complex and sometimes cumbersome, not merely because,
it is federal in form and based on the principle of the separation of
powers, but because it represents government on a continental scale.
Furthermore, because of its size and strength the United States has
'interests not only in Europe but in every region of the world. Latin
American and certain Asian countries look to it for leadership. It is
involved with thl uncommitted countries and the United Nations in
a different way from the European countries.
For a country in this situation, the assumption that it. can assume
vigorous leadership of a close association
limited to the Atlantic area
must break down sooner or later. The great size and strength which
thrust the position of leadership upon it also limit its capacity to
carry out the responsibilities wholeheartedly. The United States is
continually pulled away from Europe, both" inward to the American
,Continent and outward' toward the rest of the world. We tend to hold
'back on making commitments to Europe, both because it is difficult
for us to reach agreement throughout our vast country on any new
international commitment and aMio because we are impelled to'mainJtain the flexibility which will allow us to deal with problems in other
regions. The requirements which the Atlantic association imposes on
energy of a government already
and other'international
the time and
SWashington compete
heavilygrdenat
withfordomestic
problems.
The great disparity between American power and that of any one
)of the Atlantic partners adds to the difficulties. Power which is
.shared democratically tends to be difficult to mobilize and use effectively. When each unit makes a contribution to the common
strength these difficulties are easier to accept because they are counter,balanced by the great increase in the total power availalle to all. To
many Americans, however, it seems as if they have been contributing
most of the strength to an Atlantic association which has become more
iand more boggedi down in restrictions of various kinds without prorviding any significant accretion of power to the benefit of American
interests,
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If Europe were to achieve the power which!economic, military, and
political union would make possible, it could/be less concerned about
the reluctance of the United States to shvire American power. A
united Europe itself could undertake initiatives now impossible for
even the strongest European state. In this way a transatlantic association based on the principle of coopeC)ation! between sovereign states

could become healthier Since power would be/shared equitalbly by both
its European and North American centers. But Europe must first
deal with the limitations on national sovereilgntv inherent in any combined use of its power and with its own inte 'nal power balance * * *.
The recognition of the importance of these conflicting sentiments
has led the advocates of closer Western( association to grope for
theories of international community building among modern democratic states. The all-or-nothing school oil European federalists holds
that federalism must be achieved all at onch3 or not, at all. Gradualism
will inevitably result in so many delays alnd difficulties that the program will founder before the goal has been reached. If federal
institutions could be created at one strc'ke to provide Europe with
both military security and economic we]tfare, the tense of European
community would thereafter be strength e ed as a natural consequence
of federal action. This approach has [:un afoul of the fact that
nationalism in Europe has been strong ci oughh to place the immediate
establishment of a federal Europe fey)nd the realm of practical
politics. Gradualism has been in fact t] le only possible course.
The gradualists have also evolved tileir own theory. Some were
originally federalists and others went otirly.as far as re ional cooperation, but all agree that, if an organizati!lm can be estal• ished to carry
out a particular function and if it succeeds in that task, this will make
it easier to expand its functions or to Icreate other organizations to
bear new responsibilities. The sucee.,. of functional organizations
will strengthen the sense of communil/.y and make possible gradual
progress toward union. The proponevnts of article 2 in NArO are
also gradualists. They have kept on searching for economic or culn
tural functions for NATO to assume hrgely because of a feeling that
this would strengthen the sense of A/t.antic community and would
thereby hold the alliance together iiV apite of the strains which a
changing strategy inflicts on it or mvi, kc it possible in time to take
further steps toward military integratiion.
A sense of community implies a loIalty, or a feeling of belonging,
to a group larger than the nation--ijo ropee or to an Atlantic or
Western association. It constitutes, the psychological cement of
integration, of bringing together the: part to form a whole. It ia
difficult to define or measure with iiny precision the psychological
sense of belonging. But integration ;is a political progression can be
defined in terms of the institutional arrangements through which a

group of democratic countries define ilind implement their will to work
together. With respect to these arrt:ngenienins, we can say that such
a goup becomes
as it moves toward the.
I
oals: more closely integrated
fol1'ow-ing
(i) 0 A common strategy and jinilitary establishment, including
nuclear weapons, ready to cov'ie with threats to its security
whether such threats are aiml1 directly aiM the group or arise
outside it. This requires that! the burden on manpower and
resources be distributed efficient .y and equitably among the mem-
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bercountries by, comparable systems of military service, by an
organization of supply which takes full advantage of the most
efficient sources for developing and producing weapons, and by a
.sharing of costs based on tile principle of ability to pay. i ..i,.i
D(2) A common market including free movement of capital,
technology, and people. The complete integration of the market
requires that the costs and advantages of achieving and maintaining this market be distributed equitably among its members,
with the aim at establishing at least a rough equality of returns
for comparable factors of production.
0(3) A common foreign policy supported by both the military
establishment and tie integrated economy, including an equitable
sharing of costs such as ai rendered to other countries and areas.
(4) Democratic arrangements for making the necessary decisions. Councils of governmental representatives will be replaced-by central executives responsible to the community as a
whole and instructed and supervised by directly elected
assemblies.
As integrated institutions of this character function with increasing
success, they will inevitably come to be associated with a growing
sense of community. Loyalty to the group develops as the group
contributes effectively to the security and welfare of all its citizens.
Perhaps even more importantly it arises from a sense that the group
functions equitably and that al members share in the burdens and
benefits which it imposes and confers.
If integration is viewed as a process rather than an end product,
then the gradualist or functional theory of community-building can
be formulated somewhat more precisely. A group of countries entering on the path of integration will at first accept only limited institutional steps toward this goal and will in fact be uncertain about
desiring to reach that goal. Furthermore, the members will judge
each proposed step in the light of their national interests. Integration
therefore can get started only when there is a strong congruity of
national interests in making particular functional arrangements work.
As the organizational structure grows and supports the weight of
more functions with reasonable efficiency and equity, the sense of
community will also become stronger. It will be stimulated likewise
by increasing cultural contact. Policy will gradually come to be
tested more against the interests of the group as a whole and less
against the separate national interests of the members, although the
latter will exert a persistent influence. As the sense of community
is strengthened the process of integration can be accelerated and
more fhr-reaching institutional arrangements will become possible
until they approximate the fully intepated system. The process is
similar to that of national integration. In most of the Western
democracies the growing sense of national community has strengthened
their capacity to act in terms of nationwide interests, although the
interests of regions and other groupings within the Nation continue
to exert their pulls on national policy.
In building a sense of community across national boundaries it
makes no significant difference whether integration takes place first
around institutions dealing with security or with economic welfare.
Effective performance and equity in either will contribute to a feel.
ihg of solidarity among the member countries. If it proceeds far
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enough, economic integration will make possible greater security integration, and the converse will also be true. Moreover, economic and
military integration come together in political institutions. A federal structure established to support an economic union can equally
well serve a defense union. On the other hand, disintegration or breakdown in either field will check the growth of community feeling stimulated by the other. A sharp increase in nationalism arising from economic difficulties and antagonisms can disrupt even a tightly knit
military alliance. And there is a question whether a neutral political
and military policy on the part of any member of a community can be
reconciled with close economic integration.
In Western Europe there is at least the possibility that the cumulative and accelerating process of integration can got underway. The
sense of community is still not strong but there is an effective congruity of national interests in taking further steps toward European
integration. The elaborate European institutional structure can function both to strengthen the sense of community and to insure joint
progress toward agreed goals at least in economic welfare. The danger
of breakdown lies in political and military affairs. If either Germany
or France were to turn to neutralism, the process of European integration would receive a severe setback. Yet this may well happen unless
the plan for economic integration is complemented by a similar program of political and military integration. The principle of gradualism, however, is much more difficult to apply to a nuclear defense
union than to an economic union. In Rene Pleven's plaintive words
of 1950, "world events" seem to be conspiring to deny Europe the
"respite" needed for a leisurely and relatively painless journey along
the road to European union in accordance with the gradualist
philosophy.
The outlook for European integration is nevertheless more promising than that for the Atlantic association. The sense of community
in the wider group remains weaker. The United States will continue
to judge the difficult measures required for further Atlantic integration
primarily in terms of its national interest and it will continue to find
their logic less than compelling. If Europe can achieve effective
integration for itself, it will evoke a greater American interest in
strengthening Atlantic integration. The more immediate problem
for the United States is to determine whether the American and
European interests in European union coincide * *
The United States must, in its own interest, continue its policy of
promoting and strengthening the forces which are working to create
an integrated Western Europe. Whatever the merits and risks of a
European common market or a European nuclear defense union,
they must be weighed against the grave dangers that would follow
the breaý'ng up of Europe into antagonistic national units. These
dangers are all the more real because of the unceasing and manysided Soviet efforts to destroy even the present degree of European
cohesion. Even without the Communist threat, Western Europe
would face the necessity of restraining its historic tendency to let
itself be weakened and possibly destroyed by internal conflicts.
There are three possible ways in which the United States can work
for the integration of Europe. One path is to seek this goal directly
by encouraging the economic and military union of Europe, preferably
including Britain but separate from North America, together with the
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political integration required to make it effective. Or it can lead and
participate fully in a political, military, and economic federation of
the entire Atlantic area, or preferably of an even broader union of the
free world. Western Europe would then become an integrated region
within this greater whole, much as the regions of the United States
are now integrated within the American federal union. A third
possible course is to continue the present policy of encouraging
uropean economic integration but, in addition, to transform the
present Atlantic alliance'into a genuine Atlantic defense union.
This third alternative does not represent an enduring option. An
Atlantic defense union, based, as it would have to be on a high degree
of federalism and a strong sense of community, would inevitably lead
to an Atlantic economic union. In making the difficult decisions of
the next few years we must choose between European and Atlantic
union.
The United States is inhibited from leading the way to an Atlantic
or Western federation. The advantages and benefits that the broader
grouping would add to its security and economic welfare seem not
worth the risks and burdens it would entail. On the other hand, if
an Atlantic union is not possible, the West Europeans may conclude
that the equation of benefits and burdens points to the necessity of
their creating a European union.
UmoN',Now

(By Clarence Streit)
Now when man's future seems so vast, catastrophe threatens to
cut us from it. The dangers with which depression, dictatorship
false recovery and war are hemming us in have become so grave and
imminent that we no longer need concern ourselves with proving how
grave and near they are. We need concern ourselves instead with the
problem of escaping them and the cruel dilemma we face: Whether
to risk peace or freedom? That is the problem with which this book
is concerned. I believe there is a way through these dangers, and out
i of the dilemma, a way to do what we all want, to secure both peace
and freedom securely and be done with this nightmare. It promises
not only escape, but Mife such as I, too, never hoped could be lived in
my time.
It is not an easy way-who expects one?-and to many it will seem
at first too hard to be practical. But this is because its difficulties and
dangers are greatest at the start; other ways that seem easier and
safer to begin with, grow increasingly hard and dangerous, and lead
nowhere * * *

The way through is union now of the democracies that the North
Atlantic and a thousand other things already unite-union of these
few peoples in a great federal republic built on and for the thing they
share most, their common democratic principle of government for
the sake of individual freedom.
This union would be designed (a) to provide effective common
government in our democratic world in those fields where such comS
=wrpt,
from "Union Now: A Proposal for an Atlantic Federal Union of the Fm," poster edition
:with fivemnew eaptv New York, 1049, pp. 8-8
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mon government will clearly serve man's freedom better than separate
governments, (b) to maintain independent national governments in
all other fields where such government will best serve man's freedom,
and (c) to create by its constitution a nucleus world government
capable of growing into universal world government peacefully and
as rapidly as such growth will best serve man's freedom.
By (a) I mean the union of the North Atlantic democracies in these
five fieldsa union government and citizenship;
a union defense force;
a union customs-free economy;
a union money;
a union postal and communications system.
By (b) I mean the Union government shall guarantee against all
enemies, foreign and domestic, not only those rights of man that are
common to all democracies, but every existing national or looal right
that is not clearly incompatible with effective union government iithe five named fields. The Union would guarantee the right of each
democracy in it to govern independently all its home affairs and
practice democracy at home in its own tongue, according to its own
customs and in its own way, whether by republic or kingdom, presidential, cabinet or other form of government, capitalist, socialist or
other economic system.
By (c)I mean the founder democracies shall so constitute the Union
as to encourage the nations outside it and the colonies inside it to seek
to unite with it instead of against it. Admission to the Union and to
all its tremendous advantages for the individual man and woman
would from the outset be open equally to every democracy now or to
come, that guarantees its citizens the Union.s minimum bill of rights.
The great republic would be organized with a view to its spreading
peacefully round the earth as nations grow ripe for it. Its constitution
would aim clearly at achieving eventually by this peaceful, ripenin'g
natural method the goal millions have dreamed of individually, but
never sought to get fy deliberately planning and patiently working
together to achieve it.
This goal will seem so remote now as to discourage all but the strong
from setting out for it, or even acknowledging that they stand for it.
It is not now so remote, it does not now need men so strong as it did
when Lincoln preserved the American Union "for the great republic,
for the principle it lives by and keeps alive, for man's vast future.'p
It will no longer be visionary once the Atlantic democracies unite.
Their Union is not so remote, and their Union is all that concerns us
here and now.
*

*

A FRESH LOOK

*

*

*

*

*

AT THE UNITED STATES, THE WORLD AND ATLANrtWA 8

(By Elmo Roper)
Europe itself has seen the compelling need for unity in going fuMA
speed ahead with the development of a common market-and Euro-.
pean national boundaries were transcended as long as 6 yea"s ago when
Mep f"rom Freedom andUnlon, JUNe IM,1pp. 8-0%
............................
,........
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the Coal and Steel Community was established. Since then, the
structure of the European coal and steel industry has been thoroughly
overhauled. Since, as Jean Monnet put it," the fresh wind of competition" blew "across the wide spaces of this Common Market" steel
production has risen and prices have declined, without any loss of
profits.
What is the role of the United States in these developments? Is it
enough for us to stand by, pleased and encouraging, giving our blessing
to the new turn of European events? Should we welcome Europe
as a potential "third force" in the field of world power? Should we
assume that we could lose nothing and stand only to gain from the
changing structure of Europe? I don't think we can make that
assumption. I think we are maldng a great mistake if we do.
I think there are two kinds of reasons for looking at this development in a different way. The first kind is to ask, What do we have to
lose by the ultimate formation of a United Europe, or the intermediate
formation of a European Common Market? There are several
possibilities.
One is the possibility that Germany might come to dominate this
united market and that one da Germany's aggressive impulses might
come to the fore again--as it has done twice in many liyetimes-and
turn Europe's productivity against us. This does not seem very likely
at the present time; but is Germany's friendship something we can
take for granted, especially if long years of national division gradually
create within Germans a deep resentment against the outside world
and a determination to resume complete national identity at an cost?
Another possibility is that, even if this does not happen, Europe
itself could become unfriendly to us, through some happenstance of
international politics, and with the same result as if Germany were
dominant. A united Europe would feel stronger and more independent than its separate countries can possibly feel now and might tend
to draw away from us through its own new self-confidence.
Another more immediate possibility is that this Common Market
might discriminate against goods coming from the United States.
While we expect and hope that the Common Market will not be used
against us, but instead used to place tariff levels of the different countries involved, this is a theoretical possibility, at the very least, and
one which has given American export firms some concern. Even if
this did not happen now and it certainly is not intended now, there
is no way of being sure that it might not happen in the future.
But there is another point of view from which we can look at these
now developments of the European idea. Let us agree that it is a
good idea, but then let us ask whether there is an even better idea.
I think there is. I think if we will free our minds for a minute we
will see that all the advantages, and none of the disadvantages of the
European idea would obtain if we expanded it into an Atlantic idea.
With the United States od the outside, there wiill always be at least
the risk that European power-or trade--can be turned against us.
Withthte United States itself drawn closer into this common trading
area, we can share in the benefits of an integrated economy and by our
presence make those benefits for both our country and Europe incomparably greater.
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We would have the advantage of reduced costs all around, as each
country or region produced what it could produce most economically,
and increased trade all around as markets expanded and became freer.
To the benefits of it more closely integrated economy, we might

1

some day add the benefit of a common currency, thus working out

,

one of the peskier problems of international business. We might be
able to make it possible for people to move freely from areas where
there was high unemployment to areas where there was a high demand
for labor and skills.
As we moved closer to Europe economically, there would be an
inevitable tendency to move closer politically. The administration
of the closer economic relations would require closer integration of
each government's policies. We already have the beginning of joint
military planning. The benefits of coordinating our economic policies
are substantial. Political and diplomatic coordination or integration
by some means or other would be expected to follow. I believe this
would be at development which would be of great benefit both tof
Europe and ourselves.
For better or worse, we are bracketed with Europe in the eyes of
the rest of the world, and much will depend on whether we make it
at fortunate or injurious bracketing. WVe can win the world's friendship only through the good example we set-in the just and humane
relations we establish Within our countries and with the rest of the
world.
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THE TIME TO START ISNOW

To put it in the simplest terms, if we established closer economic
and political ties with Europe, we would be richer and stronger, and
better able to win the struggle for survival our country and our civi.
ligation are now fighting in various degrees of cold, hot and lukewarm
war. Eventually as the areas of peace, stability, ana democracy in
the world enlarge, we might then be able to expand these ties to
include other countries of the world.
But this would take time; the kinds of ties that can be formed
between long practicing democracies and nondemocracies are quite
different. With the democracies of Western Europe we could start
at any time to push forward toward regional rather than national
thinking that would liberate our economies and strengthen our position.
It seems to me that the central question is not whether or not we
should form closer ties with the European democracies but rather
what is the best way of implementing the now interdependence which
confronts us.
I suggest that the best people to find these now ways are not the
professional diplomats, whose training is in the niceties of power
relations, who are responsible to their governments and to policies
and forms already established who are understandably afraid that
any truly imaginative proposal they might make would be regarded
as committing the nation they represent. If a new solution is to be
found, it is most likely to be discovered by free and unfettered minds,
operating without restrictions or commitments to established positions and policies.
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I suggest that the best approach to this problem is to call a citizens'
convention, where the best minds in our country, with the aid of
political, economic, sociological and financial experts can meet with
the best minds of those democracies iiith whom we will inevitably

a common fate, and together work out what see,'us to be the
be'st way. of securing close and continuing cooperation among the
democracies.
This group should include all shades of representative opinion on
this subject and be strictly bipartisan-and strictly "top drawer."
IThey should be as close as we can find to the Jeffersons, Madisons,
and Hamniltons of an earlier critical period of our history. The plan
they evolved would then be submitted to the legislative bodies of
their respective countries for acceptance or rejection.
There is no use speculating on what recommendation would come
out of such a conference. T1hey might be very simple-or quite wide
ranging. They might stop with the devising of a niew political
mechanism to insuro a common foreign policy-or they might go much
fum'ther. No one cani predict what a group of the best brains in the
free world would come up with-and certainly no one can, in advance,
discount the possibility of workable answers.

Ahare
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ATLANTIC UNION TO SAVE UNITED STATES

$10 BILLIoNi A YEAi0t

(By P. F. Brundage)

)

A Federal Union of the NATO countries is about the only solution
that I can see that would enable us to balance our budget with the
inevitable increase in cost of defense services that lies ahead, unless
an unexpected break should occur in the whole Soviet attitude.
Furthermore by such a Union we would secure greater safety and a
j)sychological advantage that of itself might well bring about a radical
change in Soviet policy.
I am not minimizing the difficulties to be encountered. Think of
I the troubles our forefathers had. But we are going to find that our
!present difficulties will be multiplied in the years ahead if we fail to
' unite. Once we united our common defense forces, we would immediI ately gain these 10 advantages:
-

I1.A single master plan or the most effective defense of all of our
countries instead of a dozen different plans.
2. The most efficient use.of the production facilities in each of the
countries for our common needs, taking full advantage of location,
labor supply and transportation problems.
3. Uniform standards of equipment, ammunition, planes, missiles,
and other weapons.
4. Similar training programs for the forces.
R.
reduction of rivalry between the services. Although there would
still be national differences, they would have to be minimized and the
pride in the different regional units would tend to cut across service
lines. The substitution of a larger for a limited loyalty is often the
best way to end local disputes.
6. More efficient research and development; we are having great
difficulty ourselves in consolidating the efforts of the different military
Excerpts from Freedom and Union, June 19W9,
pp. 13-14.
5884.-,.0---8
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services and civilian agencies.". An Atlantic Union would really bring
them to realization of the need for full interchange of information.
7. Common bases would enable the elimination of considerable
duplication and strategic planning would be greatly simplified. Think
of the effect of including Australia, Singapore, Gibraltar, Malta.
8. More effective allocation of present equipment and concentration
of newer weapons and developments where they would be most needed.
9. Elimination of doubt as to our being able to retain our forward
bases would make it unnecessary to plan alternative bases as we are
now doing. This would also remove part of the fears of our Spanish
friends.
10. Coordination of radar and other warning devices would simplify
advance notice problems and make our 24-hour alert much more
effective * * *

All in all, I have come to the conclusion that within 2 or 3 years
we could reduce our own expenditures for defense by as much as $10
billion, in addition to the savings of our allies, and at the same time
gain increased protection.
U.S. CITIZENS COMMISSION ON NATO 10
REPORT OF U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

The Committee on Foreign Relations, having had under considera-

tion a concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 17) calling for a convention
of delegates from Atlantic countries, report an original joint resolution on the same subject, Senate Joint Resolution 170, to the Senate

and recommend that it do pass.

1. PURPOSE OF THE RESOLUTION

It is the purpose of the resolution to create a U.S. Citizens Commission on NATO (hereafter referred to as the Commission) and to
authorize its members to participate, on an unofficial basis, with
similar groups from the other NATO countries, in a convention and
such additional meetings as might be necessary to explore means of
promoting greater cooperation among the North Atlantic Treaty
nations.
2. BACKGROUND

For several years there has been a strong feeling among the NATO
nations that much more should be done within the alliance to counter
the increasing Soviet bloc emphasis on competition with the West
through political and economic measures. Article 2 of the North
Atlantic Treaty, providing for cooperation in nonmilitary fields by
the NATO members, has been regarded as the means whereby the
North Atlantic alliance could be expanded in ways which, without

diminishing the importance of its military aspect, would strengthen
Western unity in the face of the Soviet "peace" offensive. Yet
progress to date in developing this concept on a governmental level,
while significant, generally has been considered minimal.
11Excerpts from: U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, U.S. Citlaes Commlsion-on NATO,
Senate Report No. 112, 88th Congress, 2d Session, February 23, 1960.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee on May 17, 1960, held bearig on House remlutlons for calling
a cithens convention. These bearings had not been published nor b a committee report been Isued
at the time this compilation was prepared.
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The Third NATO Parliamentarians' Conference in 1957, believing
that private as well as official initiative should be brought to bear
on this problem, unanimously recommended that a conference of
leading representative citizens from the NATO countries be convened "to examine exhaustively and to recommend how greater
cooperation andl unity of purpose * * * may best be developed." It
was contemplated that these citizens would be officially appointed
but would act as individuals unable to commit their governments.
The 650 delegates to the Atlantic Congress, held in London in June
1959, unanimously supported and urged this concept, which was
reaffirmed without dissent by the Fifth NATO Parliamentarians'
Conference in Washington last November.
*

*

*

*

*

*

,

IMMEDIATE EcoNoMIc AND POLITICAL ATLANTIC UNITY Is IMPOSSIBLEl!

(By Felix Gaillard)
The unity of the Western World will certainly be just as necessary
in the future as its intimate cohesion is today. The common origin
common culture and common ideals which inspire the peoples gathered
around this new inland sea-the Atlantic Ocean-lead toward unity,
as does the common threat confronting our form of life and civilization.
Western World inquires-and all of us should also ask ourselveswhether such political and economic unity is possible at the present
time. My reply is negative. I am convinced, in fact, that if our
governments should decide to bring it about abruptly and not by
stages, they would produce such upheavals and resentments that they
would seriously compromise its eventual achievement.
A number of decisive obstacles seem to me to stand in the way of
the immediate economic unity of the Atlantic world.
The first and perhaps the most important consists of the differences
in the financial standing, dimensions and resources of the economies
of the various countries whose unity is sought.
The North American economy, the economy of the sterling zone
and the economies of continental Europe rest upon foundations and
methods which are products of history. This will permit the achievement of unity only after a long period of transitions and of adjustments.
The sterling area and the equilibrium of the British economy depend
upon an extensive preferential system which does not consist only of
tariff privileges benefiting British manufactures but also of disparities
in the costs of raw materials and power. A parallel monetary and
financial system makes London the center for the economic development of the system as a whole. The intrusion into the sterling area
of the American economy, the dimensions of which are several times
larger than the economy of Britain, would irremediably shatter the
area. If this were not accomplished by degrees, it would undoubtedly
raise a life-or-death question or Britain * * *.
The difference in dimensions and resources between the American
economy and the economies of continental Europe is at least as great.
With regard to France, for example, the ratio is between 8 and 10 to 1.
The disadvantages of a system of complete economic freedom between
this area and the United States are therefore perfectly obvious * *
it eapt frm Wwn
w orld, iuw, low, pp.
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The real problem that would inevitably arise is that of economic
domination, the effects of which would be considerable because of the
political disturbances it would produce.
This domination is not only a threat because of the present technical and financial resources of American enterprises; it is in clanger of
becoming still greater because of the difference in the rate of speed in
the development of research and applications of new industrial techniques. Industrial progress in North America is moving at a more
rapid rate than in Europe, even though one country or another in
Europe may be more advanced than the United States in some
particular industry * * *.

Economic union of the two continents must therefore be carried out
through a series of stages. These stages must make it, possible to
bridge the excessive differences. They must provide for organizing
solidarity and effective cooperation between the economies which are
to be united.
The first step consists of the setting up of the European Common Market. It is indispensable that those countries of continental Europe which are the most divided and the most heavily
burdened wth unprogressive economies, should achieve the conditions of modern production and progress, thanks to the creation of
a broad market * **

If this spirit continues, there is no doubt that in 10 or 15 years the
economic structure of the Six will have undergone a genuine revolution
and that Europe will then be able to enter boldly upon the process of
economic unification with the United States * * *.
The putting into effect of the Common Market appears to me the
main prerequisite to the economic unity of the West. Among the Six,
the mistrt.3ts and habits which have so retarted them seem to be
disappearing in the face of the great hope represented by the Common
Market, but this is still confronted by a major obstacle in the stubborn
hostility of Britain. We can understand the reasons which make it
more difficult for this country to accept the rules, discipline and
solidarity which alone can permit the establishment of a broad market.
The Six, on their side, are certainly prepared to specify means for
cooperation whicfi will not cause serious prejudice to the British
economy nor to the economies of other members of the OEEC * * *.
Finally, the United States must take a series of steps to reduce
delays and cut short the stages. The equilibrium of European
economies depends on their being able to earn their livelihood in dollars. Foreign trade for them is essential, while it is secondary for the
United States * * *.

It is paradoxical to note that the protective wall surrounding the
American market is one of the highest in the world and that it is
strengthened by the remarkable ingenuity of a customs administration dedicated to the protection of the internal market * * *.
It would be a very important and highly encouraging step if the
United States, the principal economic power of the 20th 'century,
should agree to play even partially the role which Britain played in
the last century, and open up its frontiers more freely, even if this step
should be taken unilaterally
In addition, the United Lta¶es should engage more actively in technical and scientific cooperation with Europe, in particular in the most

modern sectors ! * *.
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POLITICAL UNITY

In the political field the desire for solidarity can be summed up in
one major initiative-the Atlantic Pact. This treaty is essential, but
it is limited to the defense of a single specified geographical area. It
is generally recognized now that the pact no longer responds to the
nature and extent of the threat with which the Wceat as a whole is
collectively confronted. As a result there are frequent, divergences in
policy and sometimes misunderstandings. In any case there are
delays and special risks-the gravity of which we may observe for
example in relation to the Berlin affair.
Some people go so far as to advocate a single government for the
West. This solution must certainly remain a common and desirable
objective, although no one has yet been able to define clearly the form
it should take; what allowance would be made for regional autonomy;
what would be subject to common decisions; how these decisions would
be taken and how applied.
Differences in points of view and of interest should show the need
for greater unity in direction, but it is precisely these differences which
constitute the obstacle to such unity.
This is why, on th1 political as well as on the economic level, the
speediest way to arrive at unity is to proceed step by step to resolve
the main differences-those which have limited and sometimes
weakened the effectiveness of the only pact of a political character
to embody the West's essential solidarity.
If the member countries of the Atlantic Pact could all be moved
by the same firm determination and continue to re-invigorte the
pact, they would be taking a decisive and probably irreversible step
toward the political unity of the West.
It is the duty of the West to organize in order to meet two essential
problems:
1. Unity in facing up to the universal threat which communism
imposes upon the free world as a whole.
2. Decolonization and aid for underdeveloped countries.
The Atlantic peoples must recognize the global nature of the Communist threat, and must consequently modify the nature and extent
of their commitments within NATO. Failing such unity of views
we must realize that, outside of our organization for mutual defeiuse
on the European front from northern Norway to southern Italy,
Western policy in the rest of the world has been marked by numerous
divisions. Some of these are very grave; they have weakened the
West and have also threatened peace * * *.

Of all the obstacles which stand in the way of the definition of a
common worldwide policy differing positions on the problem of colonialismn are undoubtedly the most serious * * *
The underdeveloped peoples, now that they have their political
independence, will make use of it in various ways, in accordance with
the iUcans available to them, to solve their internal problems, which

in the true sense of the term, are their really vital problems.
If they are left to themselves, want will impel them toward totalitarian political forms because, at a certain level of poverty, individual
freedom has no value, as compared to the need for survival. Communism will triumph because, however costly, it effectively meets this
need.
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If they are supported by massive economic aid, they %ill begin to
see daylight. Their desire to speed their escape from the night of
despair will probably make them willing to give up a fraction of their
sovereignty, just as the old countries of continental Europe are now
doing. Their political union with the West will result from a mutual
quest for prosperity.
To accomplish such a task, for which no historic precedent exists,
nothing less will suffice than the unification of the West as a whole.
Although Western intelligence may conceive and direct the carrying
out of this task, material means are limited, and national egotisms
and old routines will continue to complicate and to slow up work
which will be effective to the extent that it is carried out rapidly, and

even dramatically * * *.

The economic and political union of the West is possible. It will
result from a long process-20 years of practical and cooperative
effort aimed at solving the actual problems by tackling them in a
realistic way * *
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

NATO Is NoT FoR USj 2

(By Harold Lord Varney)
* * * NATO originally designed to safeguard the free European
states, rather than America. Although there was much silly talk in
1949, when NATO was authorized, that it was necessary for America's
"survival," there was never any serious question that the United
States could resist Russia effectively without NATO, but that Europe
could not. And yet it is now Europe which is prepared to liquidate
NATO, or to reduce it to a nullity, while it is the United States which
by transfusions of dollars is trying trustingly to keep it alive. Mr.
Churchill has reduced the debate to ultimate absurdity by proposing
that Russia also be admitted to be a NATO member. But why,

then, do we need NATO at all? ***

It is easy to see why Europe is dragging its feet. Europe recognizes--even though Washington does not-that NATO is obsolete.
A situation of actual war peril in 1949, highlighted by the Berlin
airlift, made Europe accept NATO eagerly when Truman, Marshall,
and Acheson proposed it. But since 1949 the whole strategic picture
has changed sharply. Events have bypassed NATO and the costly
Maginot line which it erected against Russia. In 1956, post-Stalin

Russia is operating against us in another strategic dimension * * *.

How did we ever get into this NATO dollar trap anyhow? Underneath its idealistic glitter NATO never was what it seemed-a bona
fide defense line agaist Russia. It was always something of a political pawn which served the temporary political ends, both domestic
and foreign, of a variegated list of pressure groups. If we recall
these fathers of NATO, we will understand the urgency which was
behind its founding.
Roughly, three main pressure groups hurrahed us into NATO:
(1) First and foremost was the Europe-first group of generals and
State Department mediocrities who were resolved to keep the United
States out of positive action in Asia. The year 1949 was when China
* zosrmp

from Amerw Mercmr, August 1966K pp. 7M.
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was falling to communism. It was the year of the infamous Philip S.
Jessup "white paper" in which the State Department piously washed
its hands of responsibility for the fate of Asia. It was the year when
Mr. Acheson was calling for the "dust to settle" in China.
Moreover, in Asia at that time was the formidable figure of Douglas
MacArthur. Carrying forward into peacetime the feud which they
had conducted against MacArthur during the war the powerful
Pentagon coterie of Marshall Eisenhower, and Bradley were determined that America should te tied up with such commitments in
Europe that there could be no chance of "becoming bogged down"
in a war in China. NATO was the answer to this dilemma. A geat
show of action in Europe would overshadow, in the public mind, the
fact that the mistakes of George C. Marshall in China had cost the
free world the allegiance of 500 million people.
This is not to say that the members of the Marshall coterie were not
sincere in their NATO course, according to their lights. None of this
group had comprehended the fact that, in putting all their eggs in the
Europe basket, they were doing precisely what Stalin wanted them to
do. None of them realized, until it was too late, that the whole
Berlin blockade episode had been a Russian "hidden ball" trick to
distract American attention from the fact the real play was taking
place in China. We walked into the Stalin trap with NATO with all
the heavy-footedness of a vaudeville "fall guy."
(2) Backing the Pentagon was the whole formidable phalanx of
American Anglophiles who auc always ready to snap into action when
Britain's interests are involved. In 1949 the British were really
frightened over the nakedness of their defenses before the Russian
menace. They wanted American soldiers and American airpower in
Europe. All the miscellany of Rhodes scholars, English-speaking
union eggheads, Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundation almoners and
fellows, Anglo-American bankers and traders, Anglican clergymen,
British-slanted newspapers and magazines, eastern seaboard educators, and American debutantes who had been presented at Court
united to supply a terrific claque to the NATO proposers. Those who
questioned NATO were held up to public ridicule as narrow "Nationalists" who simply didn't understand the world facts of life.
(3) Hardly less important, in stampeding us into NATO were the
i world government zealots. The Clarence Streits, the Owen Robertses
the Cord Meyers, etc., saw in NATO the opening wedge to a one-world
future. The world government organizations dropped Russia from
their plans and began to beat the tom-tom for NATO. Mr. Streit's
highly respectable organization, Union Now, had a facelifting and
emerged as Atlantic Union Committee. The Committee, and similar
organizations, became insistent pleaders that NATO be broadened
into a genuine united Europe * * *. All the earnest men and women
who dreamed of a superwoild authority turned hopefully to NATO as
a promisin rstart.
. o
bos
by these'powerful public opinion blocs, NATO
c
swept aside all effective opposition in the Congress and in the Nation.
To ease us into this European commitment we were first reassured
that we would not be expected to furnish manpower, beyond token
advisory and technical detachments. Brave free Europe would supply
the divisions which would man the NATO line. Our role would be to
furnish airpower, arms, and a generous flow of American dollars.
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At Lisbon, where the NATO found prs met in 1950 to blueprint their
plans, a soul-stirring program of 511 Allied divisions standing, in the
NATO line by 1952 was announceol. These were to be Eur~peans,
commanded by the glamorous Amer Ican chief, Dwight D. Eisenhower.
But Lisbon promises soon went a-glimmering. Our 13 "Allies,"
with the conspicuous exception of 41reat Britain, quickly reneged on
their promises of manpower. It w(s soon apparent that our "Allies"
expected America not only to supply r the money, the planes, the arms,
and Eisenhower: They expected us also to supply the canton fodder.

Intimations that things wore not @
going well came in 1951 when the
Truman administration frantically asked Congress to authorize t;he
sending of four American divisions 'in addition to the two occupati,•n
divisions already in Germany) to pl :1g the gap in the NATO line. W,
must do this, we were told, or NATO would collapse.
Congress reluctantly authorized the divisions, with the understanding that West Germany would soon have an army of 500,000 to replace
us, and the Americans could tome home. Parenthetically, 5
years later, the West German Ar ay is still on blueprints, and the
Americans are still in Europe.
The succeeding years have seen NATO operating in a fog bank of
cheery, optimistic propaganda hans louts by the S [APE press agents
and reassuring annual statements to Congress by the successive
Supreme Commanders.
All of which was only a smokes•reen to conceal the a palling fact
that NATO had turned out to bo little more than a hollow 6hell,
incapable of standing up for mor( than a brief delaying operation
against Russia's 175 European divi fions. The only plus thing which
came out of the whole enterprise wis the construction by the United
States, at fabulous cost of the ring Af airfields in Western Europe and
north Africa from which Russia cou d be effectively bombed, although
this could undoubtedly have been pi tt through by Washington through.
direct treaty with each country, without the cumbersome NAI'0
apparatus as a middleman. The rest of NATO was a huge bluff,
which it became increasingly difficult to camouflage.
In 1955 and 1956, the whole ramshackle structure began to crumble
down upon our heads. The 50 divisions promised at Lisbon in 1950,
which were to be increased to 100 di' isions in 1954, had long since been
forgotten; 1956 found us with actr ally only 30 claimed divisions in
Europe, and most of these on papeoz
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II. THE UNITED NATIONS AND WORLD GOVERNMENT
THE DEVELOPING ROLE OF

THE

UNITED NArIONSs

(By Dag Hammarskjold)
The past year has been characterized by intense diplomatic activities
inuinly outside the United Nations, although in some cases within its
precincts or in informal contact with the Organization. * * *
This intense diplomatic and political activity has a dual significance.
On the one hand, it indicates that various international problems have
been brought to a point where they call for renewed and urgent efforts
to find a solution. On the other hand, the broadening and deepening
of personal contacts on different levels, to which this situation has
given rise, has introduced a new constructive element which may
strengthen the hope that ways to reconciliation and to a reduction
of tensions may be found.
In both respects, these are the virtually unanimous evaluations
voiced by governments, and they are naturally also those of thie United
Nations. However, from the point of view of the United Nations,
the development requires also special consideration for the light it
may throw on its role and on the way in which the Organization should
serve its purpose.

* * *

The charter is quite clear about such diplomatic efforts. It states
in article 33 that "the parties to any dispute, the continuance of which
is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional
agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice."
Further, it states in article 36, regarding the Security Council, that
the Council should take into consideration any procedures for the
settlement of a dispute which have already been adopted by the
parties. This rule has been understood to have reference especially
to efforts on a regional basis or through regional organizations like
the Organization of American States.
Trhits, while the charter establishes for its main organs the primary
responsibility for the achievement of the purposes of the Organization,
an(l gives access to its procedures to any state which appeals for its
assistance for these purposes, the United Nations is not intended to
be a substitute for normal procedures of reconciliation and mediation
but rather an added instrument providing, within the limits of its
competence, a further or ultimate support for the maintenance of
peace and security. Viewed in this light, the various diplomatic and
political activities in the course of the past year are in full harmony
with the intentions expressed in the charter. They may even be said
to reflect obligations which member nations have assumed in the
charter. Also irrespective of this formal aspect of the matter, those

IExcerpts from United Nations Review, vol. 6, No. 3, September 1059: 8-12.
58S84-60----4
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who support the work of the Organization must welcome all such
serious efforts to further the purposes for which it was set up, whatever
the specific form such efforts may take.
Nevertheless, recent diplomatic developments call for attention
insofar as they might reflect a situation which in other respects should
be of concern to the governments which cooperate in the 0 ranization
and are interested in developing it to its full capacity. This would
be the case if the extended use of diplomatic negotiations and political
contacts outside the Organization reflected a neglect of the possibilities
which the Organization offers, because of a lapse into bilateralism,
disregarding legitimate third-party interests. Likewise, the situation
would be a reason for concern if it reflected a view that the Organiza.
tion is not able to meet the demands which member nations are
entitled to put on it.
There is no reason to give to the developments which have taken
place an interpretation along either of the lines to which I have just
referred. These developments are not only in keeping with the
principles of the charter but are also free, I believe, from implications
which impair the position of the Organization in' principle. They do,
however, give a natural reason for a renewed consideration of the
ways in which the United Nations functions and fulfills its purposes,
if only because they remind us of the need continuously to test the
Organization and its value in the light of current requirements so as
to ensure that it is always in a position to meet situations as they
arise, through the means for diplomatic action which it provides, as
effectively as the political realities of the moment may permit. It is
for each member government, as well as for those who individually
serve the Organization, always to keep this need in mind. This is so,
not only for immediate practical reasons, but also-and perhaps even
more so,--with a view to the fixture. The work of today within and
for the United Nations is a work through which the basis may be laid
for increasingly satisfactory forms of international cooperation and
for a future international system of law and order, for which the world
is not yet ripe.
It has so often beeu said that the world of today is one which
requires organized international cooperation on a basis of universality
that one repeats it with hesitation. However, there are reasons to
do so. It still seems sometimes to be forgotten that-whatever views
may be held about the United Nations as an institution-the principle
of organized international cooperation on a basis of universality which
is at present reflected in this Organization is one which has emerged
from bitter experiences and should now be considered as firmly established. No international policy for the future can be envisaged which
does not recognize this principle and is not willing to give it adequate
implementation in practice.
The United Nations is the means to an end not an end in itself.
While the principle of cooperation on a basis of universality is now a
definite part of international politics aiming at peace and security
this does not necessarily apply to the Organization as the practical
instrument for such a policy, and especially not to its specific working methods. Were it to be felt that the Organization with its pres-

ent procedures failed to provide the best means by which this basic
principle could now be implemented, we would be facing a situation
where the choice would be one between revolution and evolution.

M
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We should have to choose between the creation of a new international
organization, based on the principle of universality like the United
Nations, although different in other respects, an an evolution of
procedures of the present Organization which would make it a more
adequate instrument for implementation of the principle.
Certainly nobody would feel that there are reasons for even a
hypothetical consideration of the first alternative. In fact, were unforeseeable developments to threaten the Organization with disintegration, there would undoubtedly be n rallying of members in its support which would carry it on fundamentally as at present conceived.
Therefore, the only practical question is, whether an evolution of
procedures should be envisaged in order to adapt the United Nations
more adequately to the needs as experienced and, if so, what the development should be.
This leads, in turn, to two questions. What, in constitutional
terms, is the degree of adaptability of the procedures of the Organization; and what, in practical terms, are their capacity for adaptation
and the direction in which such adaptations might be indicated?
As regards the first question, it should be noted that the charter as
an international treaty establishes certain common goals for international cooperation and creates certain organs which the member
states may use in their cooperation toward these goals. The statement of objectives in the charter is binding and so are the rules concerning the various organs and their competence, but it is not necessry to regard the working methods indicated in the charter as limitative in purpose. Thus, they may be supplemented by others under
the pressure of circumstances and in the light of experience if these
additional procedures are not in conflict with what is prescribed. As
is well known, such an evolution has in fact taken place, and it has
thus been recognized that such new procedures may be developed
when they prove productive in practice for efforts toward the objectives of the charter. In this respect, the United Nations, as a living
organism, has the necessary scope for a continuous adaptation of its
constitutional life to the needs.
How fully the opportunities thus offered have been utilized so far
and how they might usefully be explored further are questions which
need more study and evaluation before a complete reply can be given.
Such studies must, in the first place, be undertaken by the member
governments themselves in support of, and in the course of, deliberations in the various organs of the United Nations. The subject is
very wide and it is possible here to make only a few observations.
Development of special significance is the establishment of permanent delegations at United Nations Headquarters with standing senior
representation there for all members of the Organization. While in
one sense reducing the practical importance of the public sessions of
the various organs, this development has, basically, tended to give
these organs greater real weight in present-day diplomacy. The public
debate and the decisions reached,gain added significance when the
attitudes presented in public result from practically uninterrupted
informal contacts and negotiations. Thus, it does not belittle the
importance of the formal proceedings in the General Assembly, the
Councils and other United Nations organs if it is understood that, to
an increasing extent, their role has come to provide for a public
confrontation of view which have developed in negotiations under other
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forms, and for the registration of a resulting consensus or, when this
has not been achieved, of a difference of opinion with the relative support apparent from the votes.
The importance this evolution has given to the experienced work
of the permanent delegations is obvious. They are today to a decisive
extent pioneers in tle development of international ck )eration
within the United Nations, giving to the work of the major organs a
perspective which is not less valuable for being less publicized. The
permanent representation at headquarters of all member nations and
the growing diplomatic contribution-of the permanent delegations
outside the public ineetings-often in close contact also with the
Secretariat-inany well come to be regarded as the most important
"common law" development which has taken place so far within
the constitutional framework of the charter. It is to be hoped that it
will continue and increase in strength.
The observations just made have a bearing on the evaluation of the
work of the principal United Nations organs and on the way their
work may be furthered.
In a previous annual report I made some comments on the significance of voting in the United Nations. There is no reason to repeat
here what was said then beyond observing that later experiences have
confirmed the view then expressed that, whatever legal standing the
charter may provide for the results of the votes, the significance of
these results requires further analysis before a political evaluation
is possible. This observation applies to the composition of majorities and minorities as well as to the substance of resolutions. These
resolutions often reflect. only part of what has, in fact, emerged from
the deliberations and what, therefore, is likely to remain as an active
element in future developments.

In these circumstances, it is natural

for those who are not close to the United Nations sometimes to underestimate the results of the work of the General Assembly and other
organs, and equally to overestimate the significance of a formal voting
victory or a voting defeat.
W'ell-known factors have in recent years tended to reduce the public
role of the Security Council. tlowever, what has been said above

aI)plies with equal orced to the Council. Constant talks and negotiations among, and with, members of tfle Security Council have given

the Coumcil a continuing life and importance anid enabled it to exert
its influence during the intervals wheen it(does not meet in public. It
may he asked if thie time is not now ripe to give formal expression to
this fact by thie organization of regular meetings of the Council in
executive session. Such meetings would not. as a rule be devoted to
particular issues brought. to its attention, but to any aspect of the

international situation which may prove of concern to the Council
because of its responsibilities under the charter. Sufficient experience
s 'emos no~v to have been gained in the Council of the value of the kind

of delilbradioim for which such meetings might give an opportunity to
warrant
that the suggestion Ie given serious consideration by member
nations.
For several lpraetical reasons it is difficult at regular meetings of
the Ehtlonomic and Social ('ouneil, without special arrangements, to

organize the work in such a way as to render possible a searching

examination and discussion of key issues of decisive general importance at a policymaking level. At the summer session of the Eco-
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nomic and Social Council this year, I suggested that the Council
consider a development of its procedures to meet this need. I believe
that short special meetings at the ministerial level, within or under
the aegis of the Economic and Social Council, might make an invaluable contribution to the formulation of international economic
policies adequate to vital requirements for concerted action. Were
the suggestion to meet with the sympathy of member governments
and appeal to the Council, the Secretariat would, in consultation with
member governments, devote further study to the question and in due
time present concrete proposals to the Council. It is my opinion that,
in this or in such other ways as might be considered preferable, efforts
should now be made to add to the usefulness of the Economic and
Social Council and to give to the United Nations, through this
Council, better possibilities of playing a role of the same significance
in the economic field as the one which is entrusted to it in the political
sphere.
In considering the evolution of procedures of the principal United
Nations organs, attention may also be given to the developing functions of the Secretariat. There have been, in the first place, various
decisions taken in recent years by the General Assembly or the
Security Council under which the Secretary-General has been entrusted with special diplomatic and operational functions, which
he is responsible for carrying out within the wide framework of general
terms of reference laid down in the resolutions and, naturally, in the
charter itself. This, also, represents an evolution of the procedures
of the United Nations for which no explicit basis is to be found in the
charter-although it may be said to fall within the scope of the intentions reflected in article 99---and to which neither the League of
Nations norcounterpart.
the United Nations during its earlier years presented a
significant
These decisions should not, of course, be
considered as setting precedents changing the constitutional balance
among the various organs of the United Nations. However, they
have pointed to the possibility of developing new methods of approach
of great practical significance, which, after the thorough testing
needed, may become part of a common law of organized international
cooperation.
It should also be noted that in some recent cases of international
conflict or other difficulties involving member states the SecretaryGeneral has dispatched personal representatives with the task of
assisting the governments itn their efforts. This may be regarded as a
further development of actions of a "good offices" nature, with which
the Secretar-General is now frequently charged. The steps to which
I refer here have been taken with the consent or at the invitation of
governments concerned, but without formal decisions of other organs
of the United Nations. Such actions by the Secretary-General fall
within the competence of his office and are, in my view, in other respects also in strict accordance with the charter, when they serve its
purpose. As a matter of course, the members of the appropriate
organ of the United Nations have been informed about the action
planned by the Secretary-General and were given an opportunity to
express views on it. These cases also should not be considered as
setting precedents, especially as it always remains open to the appropriate organs to request that such an action before being taken by the
Secretary-General, to be submitted to them for formal decision.
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However, in these cases, too, what has been tried may provide experiences on which, later, stable and agreed practices may usefully be
developed.
The main significance of the evolution of the office of the SecretaryGeneral in the manner referred to above lies in the fact that it has
provided means for smooth and fast action which might otherwise
not have been open to the Organization. This is of special value in
situations in which prior public debate e on a proposed course of action
might increase the difficulties that such an action would encounter,
or in which a vacuum might be feared because members may prove
hesitant without fuller knowledge of the facts or for other reasons to
give explicit prior support in detail to an action which, however, tiey
approve in general terms or are willing should be tried without formal
commitment.
It goes without saying that none of the developments to which I
have referred has changed the basic character of the Office of the
Secretary-General, or its place in the Organization in relation to the
General Assembly, the Security Council or other main organs. They
represent, from a constitutional viewpoint, an intensification and a
broadening of the interplay between these main organs and the Secretariat for purposes for which these organs maintain their primary
responsibility. Thus, the wider functions which in specific cases have
been exercised by the Secretary-General fully maintain the character
of the United Nations as an organization whose activities are wholly
dependent on decisions of the governments. On the other hand, the
development reflects an incipient growth of possibilities for the Organization to operate in specific cases within a latitude of independence in practice given to it by its member governments for such cases.
I cannot leave this general subject without, finally, again drawing
the attention of the General Assembly to the position of the International Court of Justice, which offers opportunities for constructive
progress that, in my view, have been seriously neglected. I have on
previous occasions noted with regret the failure of many member
states to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court
of Justice or to resort to the Court for the judicial determination of
legal questions. This situation continues to be a cause for concern.
The development and acceptance of international law impartially
administered by judicial tribunals is essential to progress toward a
more just and peaceful international order. It should- also be recognized that there are many international disputes which involve legal
questions along with the political elements and that submission of such
questions to the Court for judicial determination would clear the
ground for processes of peaceful negotiation in the political organs of
the United Nations. Neglect of the legal elements in international
conflicts, and of the means by which they may be clarified, thus
stands in the way of progress in the political field and, in the long
run, may tend to weaken the weight of law in international affairs.
0
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THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

2

(By Vernon V. Aspaturian)
Originally conceived during an anti-Fascist crusade and fortified
by the prestige of a great military victory, the U.N. was brought into
being to preserve the postwar peace through a system of collective
security, resting, not upon the slender reed of "world public opinion,"
but upon a foundation of power, with the great powers its cornerstones. Yet, however flawless its theoretical conception, collective
security under the charter was doomed to remain a formula shrouded
in ambiguity as long as it was impossible or inexpedient to agree upon
a definition of the peace to be preserved or an objective identification
of the culprit who threatens it. The founders purposely avoided
defining aggression, leaving this onerous task to their successors, who
only last year disbanded a special conumitteeo which, after more than
2 years of inconclusive wrangling, confessed an inability to arrive at
a common definition of the most serious international crime under the
charter.
When the ghost of fascism failed to materialize after the war, the
U.N. directed its energies into quixotic sorties against the only avowed
fascist state in existence, Franco Spain. But as it became apparent
that the real threat to the peace emanated from within the organization itself, the United Nations tried to wriggle out of the contradictions
of the charter and was gradually, if at first imperceptibly, transformed
from an abortive anti-Fascist organization, vainly scouring the world
for new Hitlers, into a coalition prepared to deal with aggression
inspired by one of its own police captains. Then it became evident
that just as world public opinion failed to deter Japan, Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin in the days of the League, so the massive numerical
anti-Soviet majorities in the General Assembly failed to subdue the

ambitions of a dictatorial regime whose interests conflicted with those
of a majority in the Assembly. * **

The Korean war in 1950 led to the first serious attempt in history

to convert an international parliamentary majority into a military

coalition. The fortuitous absence of the Soviet delegate from the
Security Council made it possible to secure a condemnation, still of
doubtful juridical validity, of North Korea as an aggressor, and as
soon as the Soviet delegate returned to the Council, Secretary of
State Acheson pushed through the General Assembly the now famous
"uniting for peace" resolution, which openly confessed that the
existing machinery of collective security under the charter afforded
more comfort to the aggressor than to the aggrieved. The formula
of the charter was jettisoned in favor of resurrecting the transparently

defective machinery of the League. Once again collective security
was to rely upon the moral force of "world public opinion" and the
individual responsibility of the members of the General Assembly. * * *
I Eveerpts from the Yale Review, vol. 44, summer, 1957. Reproduced by permiss'n of the Yale Univer.
siry Press.
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The principal virtue, and at the same time the greatest potential
hazard, of the "uniting for peace" resolution is that it enables a
great power, un(7er the color of the U.N., to enforce the decisions of
tile General Assei ably. This role, played by the United States during
the Korean war, may be conceivably played by the Soviet Union at
some future date, now that the United States no longer has undisputed
command of Assembly majorities.
The Korean war not only marked the zenith of the U.N.'s antiSoviet phase, but also prepared for the beginning of the next. The
Asian states that viewed the Korean intervention with reluctance
became convinced, as tile war dragged on indecisively, that the United
Nations was being manipulated as an instrument of an American
crusade against comimunism to the detriment of what they considered
to be the more pressing problem of national self-determination in the
colonial empires. This embryonic "neutralist" bloc gradually disassociated itself from the U.N. effort and, by its debilitating and
irresponsible kibitzing, vitiated both the success of the military venture
and the anti-Soviet character of the Organization.
Conceived as an expedient weapon of the moment to halt Communist aggression, the American-invented "uniting for peace" resolution permanently shifted the center of gravity of the U.N. from the
Securit Council to the General Assembly. This meant that as long
as the United States commanded automatic majorities in the Assembly, conflicts between American policy and that of the United Nations
could be kept to a minimum, but with the recent influx of new members
that era is over. The United Nations was released from the predictable whims of a few powerful lions on the Security Council only
to be at the mercy of the machinations of a menagerie of lesser beasts
in the General Assembly, furtively maneuvering to contrive a numnerical majority purporting to be the custodian of the conscience of
mankind.
Ever since Cicero expressed the opinion that "the concensus of
opinion among all nations, on whatever matter, may be taken for
the law of nature," statesmen in the Western World, and particularly
in Britain and the United States, have been searching for an institutionalized expression of world public opinion which would embody
not only universal moral truth but in its transcendent omnipotence
would be, in the words of Woodrow Wilson, "the mistress of the
world." * * *

Moral pressure can elicit a response only from the morally sensitive, but to the Kremlin world public opinion is a bourgeois myth
and formal numerical majorities a cunning contrivance of bourgeois
politics. Consequently, Soviet leaders, who reject the political reality
of world public opinion and disown its moral validity, can remain
cynically unresponsive to the importunings of Assembly majorities,
without outraging anything but the principles of their enemies while
the Western democracies, who invented, nurtured, and popularized
the notion of a world public opinion until it has been accepted as
real by a substantial body of their articulate citizenry, are likely
to be confronted with the awful alternatives of either permitting
contrived majorities to subvert their national interests or violating
their own principles in order to protect what they consider to be
vital to their security. * * *

I
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In the United Nations, where majorities do not correspond to the
actual distribution of population, wealth, power, or enlightenment,
majority will is a synthetic contrivance expressing the lowest common
denominator of interests and passions which temporarily and adventitiously shape it, while majority rule, under these conditions, is an
unmitigated v -a.

As long as midget states like Luxembourg and San Salvador enjoy
parity with Russia and the United States- juridical absurdities like
Jordan and Nepal have the same vote as 6 hina and India, and outrageous fabrications like the Ukraine and Byelo-Russia have equal
voice with bona fide states with legitimate interests, universality,
instead of mirroring world reality and the moral conscience of mankind, merely substitutes one illusion for another. Until the one stateone vote formula in the General Assembly is replaced with one more
clearl in focus with the power and demographic realities of the world
it is better for the United Nations to function as an international
forum and clearing house for disputes and discords than to be burdened with the fiction that it is an effective security organization
entrusted with the wisdom of mankind.
Essentially the new anticolonial majority is only a permutation of
the old anti-Soviet majority that dominated the Assembly during
most of the past decade. The old majority remains technically intact, but was rendered dormant by the bromide administered at
Geneva and all but interred by the avalanche of colonial problems that
have descended upon the organization. The prevailing mood of the
Assembly remains both anticolonial and anti-Soviet, i.e., anti-imperialist, but numerical similarities in the General Assembly can be deceiving. The two majorities are overlapping, not congruent, and their
energies are far from being synchronized. Subtract the Soviet bloc
and an influential cluster of Arab-Asian neutralists, add the colonial
powers, and the anticolonial majority is converted, mutatis muttndis,
into the anti-Soviet majority. * * *

Having taken the lead in both the Egyptian and Hungarian crises,
the United States sought futilely to identify the interests of the anticolonial movement with its own, in an effort to weld together the
anti-Soviet and anticolonial majorities into a monolithic crusade
against all forms of imperialism and foreign. domination. But since
the dominant focus of American diplomacy is the Soviet threat, not
colonialism, there are obvious limits to the leadership which the United
States could hope to ofler to the unbridled and destructive brand of
nationalism represented by zealots like Nasser, dedicated to the de-

of the power and influence of our closest allies and committed
struction
to the annihilation of a state, Israel, which we are pledged to preserve.

The anticolonialists are not likely to permit themselves to become the
instrument of an anti-Soviet crusade as long as they are convinced
that they can utilize Moscow's anti-Western interests in pursuit of
their own.
Regardless of the deceptive quantitative similarities, even a casual
comparison of the voting alinements on the two crises betrays the
almost unbridgeable gap which divides the anti-Soviet and anticolonial majorities in the present Assembly. Granted the technical
differences between the two events, the crises were eminently comparable since they shared the key issue of aggression, although in the
case of Hungary, force was employed to preserve an existing position
9
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of power, while in Egypt it was employed to reassert one that had been
tacitly surrendered; If the majorities on the Egyptian resolutions
transcended purely anticolonial sentiment, the smaller majorities on
the Hungarian resolutions reflected more than a routine anti-Soviet
exercise.
Although the issues in the Hungarian situation were more comprehensive in that they involved the attempt to repress and subjugate an
entire nation with correspondingly greater bloodshed and devastation,
while the Egyptian affair was narrowly localized geographically
severely circumscribed in its objectives, and at least partly mitigated
by the provocative actions of the Nasser regime, which invited, if not
justified, retaliation by the three countries involved, the same sense
of urgency did not grip the anticolonial "neutralists," some of whom
appeared convinced until almost the end that the Hungarian crisis
was a contrived Western "red herring" designed to divert attention
from Egypt. The very members who waxed so indignant at Britain
and France now eagerly barricaded themselves behind the flimsy technicality that the Kadar regime's invitation to Soviet troops to butcher
the rebels reduced the Hungarian affair to a purely internal matter
beyond the purview of the United Nations. * * *
The truth is not that a country cannot defy the "moral force" of
the U.N., but that, in international affairs it cannot defy the combined
opinion of the United States and the Soviet Union. Britain and
France stood virtually alone against all the major world centers of
population and power and they succumbed not because of President
Eisenhower's charitable explanation that "they had a decent respect
for the opinion of mankind as reflected in the General Assembly of
the United Nations," which they were clearly primed to ignore, but
because of the crude threats from Moscow, the American obsession
with its moral rectitude, and the Indian threat to dissolve the Commonwealth. The "moral force" of a U.N. resolution, no matter how
large the majority, is likely to remain an empty gesture unless it includes support of both superpowers, or the vital interests of one are so
affected that it chooses to convert an international parliamentary
majority into a military coalition against the other. Otherwise, both
the United States and the Soviet Union, individually or together, can
defy Assembly majorities with impunity.
If the administration seriously adheres to its public commitment to
equate Assembly majorities with the "opinion of mankind" as long
as only the interests of others are at stake, the U.N. will be impelled
to press its decisions only upon those powers most likely to be responsive to its edicts. Now that the Soviet bloc the Arab States, and
India have successfully demonstrated that tley reserve for themselves the right to be the ultimate moral judges of their own actions,
as well as the decisions of the world organization which impinge upon
their interests, they eagerly embrace the President's curious theory
that the very survival of the United Nations rests upon its willingness
to impose its authority upon those members who are too weak to
resist, susceptible to moral importuning, or unattached to powerful
voting blocs in the General Assembly. The President's view inadvertently provides a philosophical basis for converting the world
organization into a diplomatic instrument of Soviet and anticolonial
policy.
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It is questionable, however, whether the administration will be able
to pursue a policy whose flimsily constructed abstract foundations
are likely to collide with the requirements of practical statesmanship,
though members of the anticolonial majority will now have their exertions thrice blessed with the principles of national self-determination,
"majority rule," and what Christian Pineau has aptly characterized
as the principle of "inequality of actions." They will be encouraged,
on the flimsiest pretexts, to wrap their interests and aspirations in the
cloak of "anticolonialism," since this appears to guarantee the widest
measure of support in the Assembly.
Soviet contempt for Assembly majorities, India's defiance of the
Security Council in the Kashmir dispute, and Nasser's transparent
opportunism on the Israeli and Suez questions have introduced serious
fissures in the Asian-African bloc, disenchanted its large circle of
non-Communist sympathizers, and rendered the anticolonial majority
more unstable than before. The evolution of the United Nations
from an expanded NATO alliance into an expanded version of the
Bandung Conference appears to be temporarily arrested, freezing the
U.N. between two stages in its now indeterminate metamorphosis.
At this juncture, the Assembly of the United Nations a pears
doomed to the same paralysis as exists in the Security Council, with
various blocs sufficiently powerful to thwart two-thirds majorities but
unable to produce them. This may be a blessing in disguise, since
under present world conditions this appears to be the only way to
prevent the world organization from becoming the instrument of
national or ideological policy rather than the servant of an idea. If
it is impossible to have a United Nations which can impose its decisions on all its members, it is better to have one which can impose
them on none.

I

NATIONAL SECURITY WITH ARMS LIMITATION 3
(By Christian Horter)
I. INTRODUCTION

I would like to talk today about a very important element of
American foreign policy-our search for safeguarded arms limitations
and progress toward general disarmament. As you ktiow, we are
about to make a new effort in the 10-Nation Disarmament Committee that will meet in Geneva about the middle of March.
This effort is designed not only to strengthen international peace
antd avoid wasteful use of the world's resources but also to promote
our national security, in the real sense of that term. It complements
the national military programs and collective security arrangements
that we carry out to this same end. * * *

II. THE PROSPECT

We approach these new negotiations with some hope that the Soviet
leaders may be coming to realize that the arms race offers unacceptable
risks. This realization could induce them to attach a high priority
to progress in arms control, as being in their own national interest.

I

I Exerpts from Department of State Bulletin, Mar. 7, 1960, pp. 35t-3
0
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This progress is the more needed because of the new dangers which
we confront as the arms race continues. Let me mention two of
these dangers:
First. Spiraling competition in strategic delivery systems with evershorter reaction times could lend to war lYv in'iscavulation. Such
miscalculations might, for example, cause an international crisis to
develop into general war without either side reilly intending that this
should happen.
Second. 1ho proliferating production of nuclear weapoisn might

eventually enable almost any country, however irresponsible, to secure
those weapons. We are niot, so concerned with regard to the free
nations which might be the next to produce iiiielear weapons. But
we are concerned lest the spread become wholly unnmanegeable: The

more nations that have the power to trigger off a nuclear war, the
greater the chance that some nation might use this power in haste or
lind folly.
These clangers make our task urgent.
Great as are these dangers, however, they are less than the dangers
that would arise if we were to enter an unsafe arms control arrangement.

Under existing conditions, the free world depends on our present,

relative strength for its survival. We are conscious of the extent and
the importance of that relative strength. We will not compromise it
out of a desire for quick but illusory results in arms control.
If real progress on arms control is to be made, the great weapons
systems tlat have been built up during thie long years of the arms
race must, be carefully and reciprocally reduced. This is no short-

term task.
United States action cannot be based alone upon another nation's
promise. Our deeds will only be done in step with verifiable deeds of
others. We will insist on inspection procedures that will permit
verification.
We will, however, gage each possible agreement not by some
abstract standard of perfection but by one practical yardstick:
Would United States and free-world security be greater-or lessunder the agreement than without arms agreement?
We will not enter an agreement which fails to meet this test. * * *
IV. THE AMERICAN PURPOSE

Speakinggenerally, we willhave two major goals'in the forthcoming
negotiations:
Urgently, to try to create a more stable military environment,
which will curtail the risk of war and permit reductions in national
armed forces and armaments.
Subsequently, to cut national armed forces and armaments further
and to build up international peacekeeping machinery, to the point
where aggression will be deterred by international rather than national
force.
These two goals are equally important. I should like to discuss
each of them.
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V. CREATING A MORE STABLE MILITARY ENVIRONMENT

A more stable military environment will require measures to control
the two types of dangers of a continuing arms race to which I referred.
First, to meet the danger of miscalculation, there is need for safeguards against surprise attack.
If these safeguards are effective, there will be less chance of one side
being moved to surprise attack by a mistaken belief that the military
moves of the other side portend such attack. This danger may be
particularly acute in a major international crisis, when tensions are
high and both sides are moving to heightened readiness.
These safeguards could include zones for aerial and mobile ground
inspection.
the past we have suggested such inspection in Europe,
the Arctic area, and equivalent areas of North America, and the
U.S.S.R.
Arrangements for more selective inspection in larger regions might
also be feasible. Our August 1957 proposals provided that ground
observers might be stationed outside, as well as inside, agreed zones of
aerial and mobile Fround inspection. Such observers might prove
useful, during a major crisis, in helping to verify that neither side was
preparing a surprise attack upon the other.
Other arrangements for echan ing information might be developed
to assure against potentially dangerous misunderstandings about
events in outer space.
These different kinds of measures to increase the information
available to each side could, where appro rate, be complemented
by controls over armaments which would aso be designed to reduce
the danger of miscalculation and surprise attack.
The second, danger-that of the promiscuous spread of production) of
nuclear weapons-is one that we, our major allies and the Soviet
Union should all view with real concern.
To guard against this danger, the testing of nuclear weapons and
eventually the production of fissionable material for weapons purposes
must be prohibited under effective inspection.
We are trying to take a first step to this end in the Geneva testsuspension negotiations.
We proposed, and have as our objective, a suspension of all nuclear
tests under effective international controls. At present, however,
there is no agreed technical basis for the establishment of effective
controls over nuclear tests in the smaller yield ranges. Accordingly
the President suggested on February 11 that we agree on a prohibition
of those kinds of nuclear tests which could be controlled within the
limits of present scientific knowledge and under the limited inspection
procedures that the Soviets seemed prepared to accept.
The U.S.S.R. has now submitted a counterproposal for a comprehensive suspension which may reflect a changing view .; the inspection
procedures that are acceptable to the Soviet Government. We will
give this proposal very careful consideration.
An inspected suspension of nuclear tests would be a useful step
toward the goal of halting the proliferation of national nuclear weapons
stockpiles. To fulfill this goal, our eventual objective would remain

a
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the cessation of all production of fissionable material for nuclear
weapons.
0, These modern measures to meet the major dangers of a continuing
arms race, and thus to maintain a stable military environment, are
very different from the efforts that were made to eliminate certain
weapons and dismantle national military establishments in the years
between the two World Wars. Arms control problems in the nuclear
era are as different from the problems of a quarter century ago as those
problems differed from the efforts made to ease the rigors of war in the
Middle Ages.
We cannot progress toward disarmament, against the present
background of a wide spectrum of complex weapons, merely by repeating or endorsing hollow slogans such as "ban the bomb," "give
up foreign bases," or "cut armed forces by one-third." One measure
of the Soviets' seriousness in the forthcoming negotiations will be their
recognition of this fact.
In the absence of arms control, the bomb, the bases, the forcesall respond to an urgent need for deterri aggression. The purpose
of initial arms control measures should be to permit this need to be
met in a way which will reduce--rather than increase-the existing
risk of war.
As we thus move toward a more stable military environment,
progressive, gradual and balanced reductions in national military
forces can and should be accomplished. Manpower ceilings should
be placed on national forces and designated quantities of conventional
armaments transferred to international custody.
VI. GENERAL DISARMAMENT

These measures to create a stable military environment would
the first
stage in our approach to disarmament.
be
. They
would
enhance our national security and reduce the danger
of war.
They would also leave our essential national freedom of action
and our relative national capabilities unimpaired. Since large national forces would thus still be under arms, national force-not
international law-would still be the ultimate resort.
To assure a world of peaceful change, we should proj ect a second
stage of general disarmament. Out objective in this second stage
should be twofold:
First, to create certain universally accepted rules of law which,
if followed, would prevent all nations from attacking other nations.
Such rules of law should be backed by a world court and by effective
means of enforcement-that is, by international armed force.
Second, to reduce national armed forces, under safeguarded and
verified arrangements, to the point where no single nation or group
of nations could effectively oppose this enforcement of international
law by international machinery.
Unless both these objectives are kept firmly in view, an agreement
for general disarmament might lead w a world of anarchy. In the
absence of effective international peace-keepimg machinery, nations
miwht violate the disarmament agreement with impunity and thus
see to gain a decisive headstart in building up their armaments.
Moreover, since each state would be allowed to retain internal security
forces, populous states would retain quite substantial forces which
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they might-in the absence of such peace-keeping machinery-use
effectively against their smaller neighbors.
guard against
these
dangers,
we should,
as general arrangements
disarmament
is To
approaches,
work
toward
effective
international
which will maintain peace and security and promote justice according
to law. We are ready now to take part in appropriate studies to this
end. A useful framework and a considerable body of experience
already exists in the United Nations.
These studies-could focus on two types of basic and needed change:
First, the strengthening and development of international instruments to prevent national aggression in a world that has been disarmed, except for internal security forces.
Second, the strengthening and development of international machinery to insure just and peaceful settlement of disputed issues in a
disarmed world.
Progress along both these basic lines will be needed if the goal of
general disarmament is to be fulfilled.
We need not-and should vot-wait, however, to make a start in
taking more limited measures that would have independent value in
promoting the growth of institutions for keeping the peace and that
would facilitate progress toward disarmament. I have in mind such
actions as enhancing the usefulness of the United ITNations International Law Commission and supporting Secretary-General Hammarskjold's efforts to develop standby arrangements for a United Nations
Force and other forms of United Nations presence in places where
there is danger of a resort to force. We plan to consult in the United
Nations on a series of such specific measures.
VII. CONCLUSION

These, then, are the broad lines of.'the renewed effort which the
U.S. Government is about to make to enhance U.S. national security
through arms control and eventual general disarmament. The specific
elements of that effort will, of course, have to be the product of the
consultations now underway with our allies.
If this initiative is to have any chance of success, it will need the
understanding and support of the American people and Congress.
We shall consult closely with the Congress and report fully to the
American people at each stage.
The success of this effort will depend, in part, on what the Soviet
Union conceives to be the alternative to safeguard arms agreements.

If the Soviet leaders believe that the free world is likely to disarm
unilaterally, they will see little reason to enter into safeguarded agreements. Continued and effective prosecution of United States and
other free-world military programs and of our mutual security program is thus essential if we are to have any prospect of progress in
arms control.
If the Soviet Union wishes to achieve such progress in an effort to
find a better way than the spiraling arms race to try to maintain peace
and security, it will find us responsive.
The peril that confronts every man, woman, and child in the world
today is too great to admit of anything but the most strenuous, devoted, and persistent effort to this end.
$

$

$

$
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THi FANTASY OF DISARMAMENT 4

(By Morton A. Kaplan)
The problem of disarmament and arms control is one that captures
the public imagination, especially in an age tortured by the specter
of nuclear war. We must, of course, examine carefully the merits of
every ptan for disarmament or arms control.

But it is urgent not

to let thle natural desire for peace lead the United States to steps that
threaten our national security but do not diminish the danger of war.
In the December issue of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
A. V. Topchiev, General Secretary of the Academy of Sciences of the

U.S.S.R., makes a stirring plea for disarmament. To the layman
who assumes that the factual assertions of Academician Topchiev are
correct, the case for disarmament on Soviet terms may seem compelling. Yet, on closer examination, Topchiev's assumptions fit in
better with Soviet objectives than they do with either historical or
technological evidence.
For instance, Topcbiev states: "The stockpilinog of armaments,
experience tells us, always leads to war."

This belief is widespread

and, therefore, it would be a disservice in establishing communications
with Soviet scientists to attack Topchiev's good faith in making this
assertion. Yet it is necessary to demonstrate its lack of validity.
According to a study by Samuel P. Huntington of the Institute of
War and Peace Studies at Columbia University, armament races
rarely have led to war except in their very early or introductory starres.
Those armament races that do not lead to war early tend to stabdiize
peacefully. The theoretical investigations of Lewis F. Richardson
indicate that whether armament races produce war or peace depends
upon a number of highly technical factors. Indeed, those of us who
can remember back to the 1930's know that it was a failure of Britain
and France to enter into an armament race with Nazi Germany that
contributed to World War II.
Recent investigations by T. C. Schelling of the Rand Corporation
have demonstrated that mcreasing the number of nuclear weapons
sites may have an important role in stabilizing international politics
and reducing the danger, of war. For instance, assume that the Soviet

Union could use each of its nuclear installations to knock out an
American nuclear base with .5 probability. Assume, further, that
to attack the United States
the Soviet Union would not be willýi
unless it could reduce the American installations to less than 250,
because any larger number of American bases could do more retaliatory damn-ge to the Soviet Union than it would be willing to accept.

Then if the United States had 500 nuclear installations, the Soviet

Union could afford a surprise attack with 500 nuclear bases of its
own. If, however, the United States had 1,000 nuclear installations,
the Soviet Union would need 2,000 before it would be willing to launch
a surprise attack. And if the United States had 2,000 nuclear instalations, the Soviet Union would need 6,000.
Thus the larger the number of nuclear installations, under the
stated assumptions, the less dangerous any given change in the relative balance of military capabilities might be. In other words, if the
United States has 500 installations, a Soviet increase from 400 to 500
4 From the New Leader, Mar. 2, 1959: pp. 6-8. Reproduced by permsslon of the New Leader.
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installations might be so frightening that the United States might
have a rational incentive for preventive war. If, however, the United
States had 2,000 installations, a Soviet increase from 1,500 to 3,000
installations might not be very dangerous. (The numbers are designed only to illustrate the nature of the problem, not to indicate the
actual figures which provide safety.) Tie larger the number of
nuclear installations, the greater and the more costly the preparations
for surprise attack would become. It would be almost, impossible to
maintain secrecy, and the effort to builh a striking force large enough
to risk a surprise attack might seriously strain a nation's economy.

This holds both for thte United States and the U.S.S.R.
The disadvantages of calling off the arms race at this time do not
flow only from the number of bases needed for stabilizing peace. The
nature of the weapons employed in the security networks of the United
States and the Soviet Union also plays an important role in determining the stability or precariousness of the peace. Calling off the
arms race now would stifle the technological development of new
weapons. Yet new weapons developments appear most promising
from the standpoint of keeping the peace or of minimizing the costs
of war.
Present nuclear installations, except for manned aircraft, depend
upon fixed bases and liquid fuels. Their positions are known to
potential attackers and they cannot be placed in a state of readiness
for tip to 8 hours. Only a" small percentage of our manned aircraft
can be kept in the air constantlv or at a ready alert. These forces
are therefore highly vulnerable." Even apart from aggressive motivations, the vulnerability of present nuclear systems may create a
temptation to strike first rather than to give a potential enemy an
opportunity to strike first with relative impunity. A world with
vulnerable 'nuclear installations is a hazardous and unpleasant place
to live in.
If, however, nuclear installations were not very vulnerable, either
because they were hard based or because they were mobile or perhaps

based on submarines, it would be dangerous to attack a nation possessing them. It would not be possible to knock out the retaliatory
forces of the attacked nation, and therefore a large-scale surprise
attack is not likely to occur under these circumstances.
The advantages of highly invulnerable nuclear bases are even
greater. Topchiev refers to" the danger of an accident or of a mad
pilot's dropping a nuclear bomb. If nuclear systems were highly
vulnerable, it might not prove feasible to wait for evidence concerning
the scope of the attack in such a case. It might be desirable to strike
back in full force, because of the need to use existing nuclear installations against the enemy's military bases and civilian centers before
on,"'s own striking forces could be'knocked out.
If, however, the installations that house the striking forces of both
the U.S.S.R. and the United States were highly invulnerable, each
nation's nuclear striking forces would be most useful ainst populations and resources and not against nuclear bases. In tis case, there
would be no reason to engage in instant massive retaliation, because
such retaliation would diminish significantly the ability of the enemy
to retaliate massively. In turn, even if one waited, these bases would

still be available to hit the enemy's population and resources if this
attack were massive. Therefore it would be desirable to wait so as to
58384--6o---5
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see whether a genuine massive attack were in progress before deciding
how to respond.
If technological weapons developments are permitted, rather than
foreclosed, the power of accidents or mad pilots to start major thermonuclear wars would be greatly diminished. In addition, the present
dangerous fail-safe procedures over the Arctic regions would no longer
be necessary.
These considerations bring into question Topchiev's comment that
"priority should be given to disarmament and not to control." Disarmament is not necessarily desirable; but disarmament without control would only permit the Soviet Union to evade its obligations as it
has, for instance in the case of the Korean armistice, which was evaded
massively the day after the arms agreements were signed. Even
though agreements are violated, democracies find it difficult to renounce them, and serious changes in the balance of military force
might occur before counter measures were taken.
Yet, if a genuinely effective control and warning system were possible this might prove very valuable. This would be especially true
for the next few years, during which nuclear bases will remain highly
vulnerable to surprise attack. For even in the present period, if an
attacker cannot catch his opponent by surprise, the costs of nuclear
war probably would be too high. Peace can be maintained best
therefore, by inspection rather than by disarmament or by the removal
of American bases from Europe.
By concentrating its efforts on the reduction of American bases
abroad, the Soviet Union indicated, at the Geneva disarmament conference, that it. is interested primarily in political advantages rather
than in reducing the mutual danger of surprise attack. The American
deterrent system, in the absence of operational ICBM's, will require
European air and missile bases for its effectiveness during the next
few years. The Soviet proposals undoubtedly would reduce the
possibility of surprise attack against the Soviet Union, but they would
also minimize the possibility of an effective military defense of Western
Europe. Moreover, an American military withdrawal might have
tragic psychological consequences for the solidarity of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization nations.
It is not likely, therefore, that the Soviet Union expects its proposals
to be accepted. On the other hand, it is unlikely that the Soviet
Union genuinely fears a surprise attack by the United States. If
America did not. carry out such an attack when the Soviet Union
was unable to strike back at the United States, it is hardly likely to
do so when the Soviet Union does have that capability. Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev is an intelligent man and lie knows this.
But his proposals make good propaganda--even more so in Asia and
Africa than in Europe. They are simple and easy to understand.
"Do away with military bases and do away with war."
But do the Soviets really desire the kind of control measures that
would reduce the danger of surprise attack? That they do is doubtful;
for it is advantageous to them to hold the threat of surprise attack
over the West. The possibility is so frightening that it is politically
useful to them.

The debate over disarmament obscures the vital fact that the chief
danger of surprise attack stems from the nature of the Soviet political
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system. If there were an opposition party in the Soviet Union, if
foreigners could travel freely, if there were a free press and legislative
investigations of military policy, the Soviet Union could permit the
kind of inspection that would minimize the possibility of surprise
attack. If, in addition, informants were rewarded and given asylum
by an international arms-control agency, real, perhaps total, disarmament would become a possibility. Although atomic weapons
can, theoretically, be hidden from inspection, the information would
almost surely be leaked if there were no fear of political reprisal. One
could then afford to disarm, for the public measures necessary for any
nation to rearm sufficiently to launch a major war would be impossible
to hide. Therefore there would always be sufficient warning to react
in time.
Besides the technical minimization of the dangers of surprise, which
the Soviet delegates at Geneva refused to consider, there is one important area where the United States and the Soviet Union might be
able to agree. It would be dangerous if nuclear weapons become
widespread, for they are potentially cheap. In the hands of some
future Nasser all sorts of trouble might result, particularly if it proves
difficult to determine who launched the attack. It is important to
reach an agreement forbidding the spread of nuclear installations
except under international control. Nuclear weapons are least
dangerous when they are monopolized. The world cannot be changed
radically enough to eliminate such weapons. The knowledge necessary to produce them is our inescapable heritage unless we kill all
physical scientists. But we can still control the distribution of nuclear
weapons.
If the Soviet Union is serious about reducing the dangers of the
nuclear age, it should begin to make serious proposals. This is not
to assert that the American position has always been correct and the
Soviet always wrong. Khrushchev's proposals for ground point
controls should have been explored more thoroughly. But if the
Soviet Union is serious, then it must not make almost exclusively,
proposals which reduce the security of the United States and decrease
the stability of the existing nuclear balance.
WORLD PEACE THROUGH LAw'

(By Charles S. Rhyne)
I now speak of the No. 1 problem of mankind in the world today:
how to achieve and maintain world peace.
As a foundation for my thesis that peace between nations may be
achieved and maintained through use of the rule of law in a new
worldwide system of courts, it is helpful to recall the rapid forward
rush of events in our era of unprecedented change. History teaches
that these dramatic new advances are mere promises and preludes to
even greater achievements in the future. One who would postulate
any plan to solve any problem of our day must therefore also look
beyond the present to the new horizons and the new frontiers envisioned by the world in which we now live.
6Excerpts from American Bar Association Journal, 19K voL 44, pp. 087-90, 997-1001.
permission of American Bar Association Journal.

Reproduced by
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1. THE WORLD TODAY
*

*

*

*

*
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Today, when man has learned how to destroy the world, his greatest
need is for instrumentalities and institutions which can save mankind
from the mass extermination of nuclear war. The sands of time have
about run out in the hourglass of our civilization. Few will dispute
that the No. I problem of our day is how to achieve and maintain
true peace. This situation presents a unique and unparalleled opportunity to lawyers, for it is the rule of law which contains tile key to a
peaceful world.
8. THE MACHINERY NOW USED HAS NOT CREATED PEACE

A look at the policy of the United States today reveals that our
Government is maintaining the current truce through (1) military
force, (2) diplomatic negotiations, agreements, and treaties, (3) trade
and aid, (4) the United Nations and alliances with friendly nations,
and (5) measures designed to offset Communist propaganda. But
all of this together has not achieved true peace. * * *

4. A UNIVERSALLY COMPREHENSIBLE NEW PLAN: THE RULE OF LAW

To pull the world out of its present drift toward destruction, and
to set it on the path of progress toward peace, a dramatic new approach is essential. * * * Settlement of international disputes
through law in the courts is such a plan.
"Law" and "courts" are universal terms all men comprehend.
All peoples know the law and courts have proved their worth as a
keeper of the peace within nations. They will readily grasp the concept, content and the value of this plan of going to court instead of to
war. They know what law and the courts have done nationally, and
if proper leadership is given they can be brought to see what law can

do internationally.

5. LAW IS CIVILIZATION'S BEST CONCEPT TO CREATE PEACE

Ai evaluation of the ideas, ideals, and concepts which mankind
has developed since the dawii of history leads to the inescapable conclusion that the rule of law offers the best attainable rule to
pe ace. * * * Men know that peace reigns where law prevails.
People everywhere experience law's use almost daily in courts in their
local communities. Out on the vast new frontier of the international

community, disputes previously settled by the bloodbath of war
must come to be settled by similar tribunals of justice.
Man has not realized what law can do for him internationally, and
that is the reason why law has not been used in this field as it can and

must be. The basic ungrasped fact of our time is that the lack of
the rule of law in the world community is today the greatest gap in
the growing structure of civilization. 'A community, whether local
national or international community, can become and remain peaceful

only so long as it is subject to the rule of law. Down through the
ages, people have lived in terror and fear wherever the rule of law has
not prevailed within nations. * * *
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6. THE RULE OF LAW DEFINED

The rule of law is not a new concept. There is no mystery about
its principles. Throughout the recorded history of mankind the rule
of law has meant the application of reason and fairness. * * *
There is no need to await the writing of an elaborate new code of
international law before utilization of the rule of law in the settlement
of disputes between nations. To wait until a written code is perfected
and accepted could delay interminably the progress toward world
peace through law. The fact is the utilization of the principles of the
rule of law could begin today. * * *
7. LAW PLUS A WORLD COURT SYSTEM

History reveals that success in the use of the instrumentality of
lawv has always required the institution of a court system. * * *
8. EXISTING COURT INADEQUATE

We therefore have the instrumentality of the rule of law readily
available; but the sine qua non of this plan for peace is a worldwide
court system to make law accessible and usable. Within nations we
have thousands of courts, local, state, regional and national. But for
the entire world community we have only one court. It is the International Court of Justice. The Court has 15 judges. It has decided
10 cases in the 12 years of its existence. The major nations of the
world seemingly ignore its availability and utility.
Our own country-despite the American Bar Association's express
opposition to this policy-reserves to itself the right to decide whether
complaints filed in the International Court of Justice are within the
domestic jurisdiction of the United States. Such a stultifying provision says to the world that we decline to trust the Court to rule correctly on such an issue. This lack of respect by us, and by other
nations with similar reservations, has largely destroyed the prestige
and usefulness of the Court. The inaccessibility of the Court also
contributes to the failure of nations to use it. It is the present practice of the Court to hold all of its hearings at The Hague.
The United States should assume leadership in creating respect
and prestige for the Court by removing our reservation on jurisdiction.
The Court can itself make its processes more useful and accessible by
sitting constantly at the seat of the United Nations in New York.
The Court should also announce its willingness to sit all over the
world in chambers of three judges. Its charter now authorizes such
action by the Court, but it has done nothing to make this provision
meaningful. These are things which the United States can do, and
which the Court can do, to move the Court forward toward its potential
use as a mechanism for peace. But more is needed to make law and
the courts serve as they can and must in this vital field.
Applying the lesson of history, we need to go beyond the present
structure of the International Court of Justice and create an entirely
new and additional worldwide system of courts to make law as an
instrumentality for peace accessible to the people throughout the
world. A system of circuit courts under the International Court of
Justice is needed. Perhaps we should go beyond that and have one
588'l--h0--GO
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judge sitting constantly in a branch of the world court system in each
sovereign nation. There couluC be intermediate courts of appeals on
a regional basis with a final appeal to the International Court of
Justice. Such a world legal system would parallel in the international
community the setup of the Federal court system in the United States.
Without the institution of the courts the rule of law cannot be made
effective internationally. An international judicial system would
throw a blanket of law over the world. Any nation refusing to
participate would be automatically branded as outlaw by world
public opinion. * * *
9. JURISDICTION OF NEW WORLD COURT SYSTEM

The jurisdiction of the new world court system should include all
disputes between nations whose resolution depends upon facts and
the application of the principles of the rule of law. * * *

10. ENFORCEMENT OF WORLD COURT JUDGMENTS

Enforcement of world court decrees and judgments would depend
in the first instance, as it does now within nations, upon voluntary
compliance. * * * Full faith and credit could be granted also by

national courts to the decrees and judgments of world courts, thus
permitting enforcement to be sought in such national forums. If
enforcement is refused, or prevented, diplomatic and economic sanctions could be imposed. Finally, some kind of world police force has
been suggested for use in extreme cases under proper safeguard. The
latter idea would certainly require extreme caution, care and insurance
against misuse and abuse but experience with such a force already
indicates it can be useful in proper situations.
12. OBJECTIONS TO WORLD PEACE THROUGH LAW

World peace through law is not put forward as a Utopian scheme
for a perfect world community, and the plan here espoused is limited
to use of law in a world court system. But there are those who oppose
even this modest beginning toward settlement of conflicts between
nations in a civilized manner. The objections can be classified as
follows: (1) This plan is an idealistic dream; (2) law has been around
from time immemorial but has not stopped wars; (3) the international
judiciary might make some wrong decisions; (4) the plan is just too
difficult to create and get into operation; (5) such a plan would never
work because Russia would not join in it; and (6) the world community
needs more than just a judiciary.
To say that peace through law in the courts is an idealistic dream
which therefore cannot be realized is to deny the facts of history.
America was built on idealism. * * *

Certain it is that law has been around for many years, and granted,
it has not stopped wars. The outlawing of war through the KelloggBriand Pact did not stop wars because that pact had no institution
of a world court system to implement it. The mechanism of law plus
the institution of the courts has never been tried in the way herein
urged. In this respect, law is like religion. It has not failed; it has
never really been tried. Within nations law plus the courts has cer-
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tainly brought peace. On such a record of accomplishment it is reasonable to believe that such a mechanism can do the same if utilized
in the world community.
Certain it is also that the world court system would be manned by
human beings and those human beings may sometimes decide contrary
to our wishes and even make wrong decisions. Law plus the courts
is not a cure-all. * * * But court decisions if contrary to fact and

reason are always subject to change, while the millions of gravestones
all over the world are mute testimony to the unchangeability of the
results of war. A few wrong court decisions do not destroy the value
of this plan, any more than a few wrong court decisions destroy the
value of the use of law in the courts within nations. Few will deny
that it is better to have a few wrong court decisions than millions of
deaths in all-out nuclear war.
As to the objection that an effective international judicial system
will be too difficult to create and get into operation, 20th century man
has not lot difficulties prevent him from accomplishing other seemingly
impossible goals. A short time ago the splitting of the atom was
looked upon as an unrealizable dream but now it is a reality. A
short time ago the satellite was a fantastic dream, but now it is a
reality. Twentieth century man has developed a technique for concentration of the talents of many people on seemingly insoluble
problems so as to achieve a breakthrough. * * *

We must face the fact that despite the interest expressed by Russian
lawyers on my recent visit with the American Bar Association delegation to the Soviet Union, Russia will probably not agree to use of the
rule of law in a worldwide court system as a mechanism for settlement
of international disputes, particularly those in which she is involved.
But to let Russia exercise a veto preventing the creation of this world
court system would give the Kremlin an unthinkable control over
world progress toward peace. The world court system can operate
without the Soviet Union. After this court system is established,
and as it demonstrates its worth by use outside the Iron Curtain, it
will have a tremendous attraction for the neutral and uncommitted
nations. These nations want peace so that their social and economic
development plans can go forward and will want to join in any system
which brings world peace. Russia's propaganda which is now directed
so strongly to those nations would have no answer to the liberty,
equality, and justice which the world court system offers as contrasted
with slaughter on the battlefield. If Ruxssia refuses !a use this
mechanism, and the free world does use it, Russia's adherence to
lawlessness would be crystal clear to the whole worli. Here only
actions would count. With the increasing education of the Russian
people, and the strong desire for peace which persists in the hearts of
men even behind the Iron Curtain, perhaps this plan might even
reduce the depth of the Iron Curtain itself. Adherence to this plan
by nations seeking freedom from the Russian colonial empire is
certainly a very real possibility. The lawyers of Yugoslavia with
whom our American bar delegation conferred in Belgrade recently
indicated tremendous interest in this idea.
I quickly concede that the world community has been reluctant
to make much use of law in the past, and that it needs more than just
a new world court system. All I contend for here is that use of law
in the courts will aid in preventing wars so that the other needs of
&heworld community can be met through other mechanisms. * * *
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18. OTHER PLANS FOR PEACE

Disarmament agreements have been given much prominence as a
plan for peace. But since the failure of the London disarmament
discussions last year that idea has lost much force. Disarmament
conferences have been held down through the centuries, but no agreement resulting from such a conference has ever contained a successful
formula to maintain peace. The best evidence of this is the fact that
every disarmament agreement has been followed sooner or later by
an arms race-then war. A study of these agreements reveals that
the reason they have failed is an inherent inability to devise a method
for so weighing armed might that all participants would always feel
that they were treated equally. The rule of law avoids this inherent
defect, as all nations would be on a basis of equality before the law.
World government has not made progress because a world legislative assembly with weighted representation has not gained widespread acceptance. The idea of redoing the United Nations into an
effective world government has now been put into a concrete proposed
plan by Clark and Sohn. But a study of their plan reveals that there
is too much to do, and too many stumbling blocks, to hope for rapid
progress toward such a mechanism. Applying the judicial concept
on a working basis seems to be a much more realistic approach to
peace in the world of today. * * *
14. HOW TO ACHIEVE PEACE THROUGH LAW AND THE COURTS

We already have the principles of the rule of law and the beginnings
of a world judiciary in the International Court of Justice. Our proflem is how to put this mechanism to work to achieve and maintain
peace. We should begin by putting the International Court of
justice to work now while awaiting the creation of the additional
world system of courts which is essential to the achievement of world
peace through law.
We live in a world of ideas. Strength today resides in man's mind.
When people throughout the world understand what law and courts
can do to prevent the unimaginable horrors of World War III, public
opinion will crystallize behind the rule of law in such a powerful way
as to insure its use. When the value of going to court instead of to
war is fully understood, the people of the world will demand, and get,
the worldwide judicial system that effective application of the rule
requires.
•
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THE UNITED NATIONS, THE WORLD COURT AND THE CONNALLY
AMENDMENT 6

(By Frank Holman)
THE WORLD COURT

The World Court is now composed of 15 members or judges, of which
I is a citizen of the United States, 1 of Great Britain, and 1 of Aus-

tralia, and the others are citizens of the United Arab Republic,
Nationalist China, Greece, Poland, France Mexico, Panama,
Argentina, Uruguay, Norway, Pakistan, and Soviet Russia. Only
three judges are from common law countries, four are Latin Americans,
two are from Moslem countries, two are Communist, one Chinese, and
one each from Greece, France, and Norway.
The World Court is in no way boun or guided by any definite
rules or system of law such as the common law or the American system
of constitutional law. It is entirely free to make up its own rules and
render any
its members can agree on, as influenced by each
ownjudgment
particular legal concepts, and one may add as influenced
hy
is national pride or interest-and there is no appeal.
It is said by those who favor the modification or withdrawal of the
Connally reservation (report ABA section of International and Comparative Law, August 1959, p. 51 et seq.) that the Court's "compulsory" jurisdiction is, in any event, greatly limited (court statute
art. 36(2)) by being confined to the following orbit:
(1) The consideration of only legal disputes;
(2) Interpretation of a treaty;
(3) Any question of international law;
(4) The existence of any fact which, if established, would
constitute a breach of an international obligation;
(5) The nature or extent of reparation to be made for the
breach of an international obligation.
By what system of law would the members of the World Court
decide what is and what is not a legal dispute? There is presently
no accepted definition or principle of international law which determines that question. Therefore, in making up his mind, each member
of the Court would have to resort to his own particular system of law
as to what is a "legal dispute." * * *
When it comes to the "interpretation of a treaty" it only becomes
necessary to incorporate in treaty form any matter involving our
domestic affairs for the World Court to obtain jurisdiction over such
matter. As will appear later, the internationalists have sought and
still propose to seek by various treaties, covenants, and pacts, to
bring many of our domestic affairs into the orbit of international
definition and determination.
As to the World Court's jurisdiction over "any question of international law," that too involves a wide field of speculation and definition and, under our State Department's official declaration of 1950

tudge's

6 Excerpts from statementof Frank E. Holman, attorneys law, Seattle, Wash., in U.S. Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations "Compulsory Jurisdiction, International Court of Justice," hearings, Washington,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960, pp. 461-478.
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that there is no longer "atny real difference between domestic and
foreign affairs" (State Department Publication 3972. Foreign Affairs
Policy Series 26, released September 1950), the World Court could
hold that many, if not all, of our domestic matters have become so
much matters of international concern that they may be properly
considered as being subject to international- --that is, it could so hoh1,
except for the protection of the Connally reservation.
It should be kept in mind that international law or the law of nations
is not enacted but is made up of the general rules and principles of
law customarily recognized by civilized nations, supplemented, from
time to time, by formal conventions, pacts, and treaties and by
declarations and pronouncements of governments and the judicial
decisions of the courts of civilized nations, and even by the pronouncements of so-called international jurists and text writers. In fact,
article 38(1d) of the statute specifically provides that the World
Court has a very wide (not limited) power of determining what is a
question of international law, and its determinations may be based on
the teachings of internationally biased publicists.
As to the other categories of the jurisdiction of the World Court
dealing with the "breach of ani.international obligation" and the
"nature and extent of the reparation to be inadle for the breach of an
international law," there also arises the question, "WVhat is an international obligation?" If all the vague and general humanitarian
promises made in the United Nations Charter, as for example to promote full employment and social and economic progress for all peoples
of the world, are such international obligations and a nation complains
to the World Court that we have not lived up to the obligations by
our failure to give adequate aid and assistance in reviving the economny of that country and enabling it to achieve full employment and
social and economic progress, the World Court could hold us liable
for the breach of such an international "obligation" and award reparations therefor. The Connally reservation saves us from that predicalilent.
Though some members of the World Court, in rare instances, might
act capriciously or in a spirit of prejudice toward one of the litigants,
for example the United States, we must confess that caprice and prejudice could occur and has occurred, not only on the part of some judges
of our own courts, but in the deliberations of any body of human
beings sitting in judgment upon any matter. But no argument is
intended here on that score. It is not suggested that any member of
the World Court will act willfully in disregard of his solemn declaration (statute art. 2.0) "that he will exercise his powers impartilly
and conscientiously." But lie cali and will necessarily act in the light
of his personal views and experiences and, as previously pointed out,
the majority of the members come from countries where there is no
knowledge or appreciation of our form of Government or what matters
Aniericans have traditionally believed were within their own domestic
jurisdiction.
What reason is there to suppose that a majority of the World
Court will approach or view these matters any differently than the
U.N. Commission on Human Rights? The members of that Conmmission have, for the most part, been able and distinguished citizens
of the countries from which they were selected; quite a number were
able lawyers in their own countries, as for example, Mr. Rene Cassin
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of France, Dr. Charles Malik of Lebanon, and the Honorable Carlos
Romulo of the Philippine Republic. But, in their deliberations as
members of the Commission on Human Rigbts, they reflected their
own views, based upon their own historical and legal backgrounds
and, in spite of the prohibitions in the charter (like those in art. 2,
subpar. 7) against the United Nations intervening "in matters which
are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction" of any member state,
they formulated convention after convention containing proposals
that affected or intervened in matters which Americans have always
treated as "essentially within the domestic jurisdiction" of the United
States. The World Court, man for man and in the aggregate, represents no greater ability or personal integrity than did the U.N.
Commission oii Human Rights * * *.

In connection with many other American concepts like freedom of
speech and freedom of press, a majority of the members of the Commission on Human Rights in formulating the provisions of the covenant and of the Convention on Freedom of Information and provisions of other conventions, so little understood our concepts that
these precious American rights were changed' (and to us distorted)
and were rewritten in order to conform then to a kind of common
denominator agreeable to the concepts in the systems of law of other
countries. The deliberations of the U.N. Commission on Human
Rights reveal the inherent difficulty and danger of according to any
international commission or court the power to determine what
matters are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the United
States.
World peace w,%ild be purcliased at a high price, so far as 'the

United States is concerned, if it. resulted in submitting the deterruination of the nature and clharacter of our American rights and
liberties to a world tribunal. It would not be a livable peace for the
American people. As a matter of fact, as will be shown later, the
cause of world peace will not, iii any sense, be advanced by withdrawing the Connally reservation, any more than it would be advanced by Australia and several other countries giving up the particular reservations made in their declarations in accepting thie compulsory jurisdiction of the World Court.
We seem always to have in this country a considerable number of
ordinarily patriotic citizens who, under the influence of some noble
catch phrase or slogan, join with others who believe that patriotism

is an old-fashioned and narrow-minded concept and who have convinced themselves that the only way to attain world peace is to give
America away-to give America away, not only in the form of money
aqd material `resources, but also inthie form of giving up and surrendering our sovereignty and our previous American rights and liberties,
as fixed and guaranteed by our Constitution and our Bill of Rights,

and heretofore regarded as inalienable.
A considerable legal argument can be made that the Senate has no
power under the Constitution to relinquish the ('onnallv reservation,
and that it never did have the power to submit to tie jurisdiction of
an international court matters which, under our Constitution anld
laws, are essntiall•y wit hin the jurisdiction of the United States or of
thie several sovereign States tflereof. It makes no sense to say that
we do not do this by merely permitting an international court to
decide what are and what are not domestic matters instead of deciding
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this question for ourselves as the Connally reservation provides.
Because in giving the Court jurisdiction to decide the question, we do
permit the sovereignty of the United States over its own affairs to be
substantially impaired by submitting such matters to an international
court. To reason otherwise is to indulge in naive circumlocution.
It is not denied that, under the Constitution, the Federal Government may voluntarily submit truly international questions to an international tribunal, on a case-by-case basis. It has been done this way
over and over again. But the Constitution does not anywhere contemplate an unqualified blanket advance relinquishment of sovereignty to an international tribunal to determine what, from our point
of view and under our Constitution and laws, may be domestic
questions. It is doubtful whether such an absolute blanket submission to compulsory jurisdiction of the World Court can be authorized other than by constitutional amendment approved by threefourths of the States, as provided in article V, rather than by Senate
action alone. Let anyone point to any indication that the Founding
Fathers contemplated an unqualified blanket release of power of the
kind that would occur with the withdrawal of the Connally reservation * * *.
THE CONNALLY RESERVATION

Some will say that the withdrawal of the Connally reservation, to
wit, the mere elimination of the language, "as determined by the
United States," will still leave the American declaration of acceptance with a limitation as to "disputes with regard to matters which
are essentially within the jurisdiction of the United States" and that,
therefore, our acceptance of jurisdiction will still exempt our domestic
affairs and be a conditional, rather than an unconditional, acceptance.
However, this offers no assurance of protection to the United States,
as to interference in its domestic affairs, because the determination
of what matters are domestic and what international would then be
subject to the sole jurisdiction of the World Court the majority of
the members of which, by reason of their legal and historical backgrounds cannot be expected to take any different view of this issue
than did the United Nations Commission on Human Rights * *
For a period following the adoption of the reservation (Aug. 3, 1946)
and until the latter part of 1948, a number of disappointed internationalists and several organizations, including notably the American
Bar Association, criticized and continued to criticize the actions of
the Senate and to call for the withdrawal of the reservation. However, further attempts, in and out of the United Nations, in the latter
part of 1948 and in subsequent years, to extend its power to include
the right to interfere in our domestic affairs, quieted and supposedly
endedthe criticisms of the Connally reservation so far as the American
Bar Association was concerned. As a matter of fact, the resolution
of the house of delegates of 1947 recommending its withdrawal was
never officially communicated to the Senate or any of its committees
by the association or by any committee thereof. (See Peace and Law
Committee report, September 1947, p. 22; and report of February
1948, p. 21.)
It became definitely evident, at its meet
Paris in the fall and
winter of 1948, that the General Assembly ofthe United Nations was
formulating a s,-called Declaration of Human Rights (to be followed
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by a covenant) and a Genocide Convention and other conventions
through which instrumentalities, when ratified as treaties, the United
Nations intended to interfere in our domestic affairs to the extent of
defining, determining, and changing the rights of American citizens
as guaranteed by our own Constitution and Bill of Rights. Thereafter, nothing further was heard, even in American bar circles, about
pressing for the withdrawal of the Connally reservation. For 10 years
the matter remained dormant and largely forgotten, until resurrected
by some of the internationally minded members of the association at
its meeting in Los Angeles in 1958, and more recently resurrected by
Senator Humphrey (S. Res. 94, Congressional Record, pp. 4510-4513).
EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE UNITED NATIONS JUSTIFYING THE
CONNALLY RESERVATION

These events should be set forth in two categories: Those that
occurred rior to the adoption of the Connally reservation (Aug. 3,
1946) andthose that have occurred since.
The first move to circumvent the protective provisions of the charter
and the assurances given by the State Department with respect to our
domestic affairs at the time of the charter's adoption began to develop
in February 1946. This move involved an attempt on the part of the
General Assembly, by and through advisory opinions, to give the
World Court jurisdiction over matters within the domestic jurisdiction
of the United States. On February 13, 1946, the General Assembly
approved a Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations, to be followed by another entitled "the Convention of
Privileges and Immunities of Specialized Agencies," providing that
in case of a difference between the United Nations or one of its
specialized agencies on one hand and a member state on the other,
a request might be made by the U.N. or one of its specialized agencies
for an advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice. In
these conventions was included a revolutionary provision that "the
opinion (advisory opinion) given by the Court shall be accepted as
decisive by the parties." This provision would have given the
advisory opinions the same binding character as that possessed by the
"judgments" of the World Court in cases properly and formally submitted to it within its regular jurisdiction * *

*.

The second event or move in 1946 (prior to the passage of the
Connally reservation) to deal with matters essentially within the jurisdiction of the United States was the appointment ol a Human Rights
Commission as a subagency of the Economic and Social Council.
This Commission was authorized to propose declarations, covenants,
and pacts, covering every facet of our domestic affairs. * * *

It should be kept in mind that the World Court is specifically
given jurisdiction over all disputes concerning the interpretation of
treaties. These conventions and pacts formulated by the Human
Rights Commission and later by other agencies of the United Nations,
to be ratified as treaties, contained provisions inconsistent with
many of our fundamental rights as guaranteed by our Constitution
and laws. Thus, a way was being devised whereby all out domestic
affairs might eventually come under the jurisdiction of the World
Court. The World Court would have been left with no alternative
but to so decide and, without the Connally reservation, there would
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be no way to prevent it, except by the adoption of an appropriate
amendment to our Constitution, in the nature of the Bricker
amendment. * * *

Now, what are some of the other events since August 3, 1946, the
date of the passage of the Connally reservation, which justify the
retention of that reservation? We have mentioned the Genocide
Convention adopted by the General Assembly in December 1948;
also, at that time the proposed covenant on Hluman Rights. Both
of these were defeated largely by the efforts of the American Bar
Association. * * *

Of the significant events connected with the United Nations, which
occurred during and subsequent to 1948, justifying the protection of the
Connally reservation as against internationalist thinking and programs, tending more and more to give the United Nations and its
various agencies control and supervision over our domestic affairs, the
following may be mentioned:
(1) Mr. John P. Humphrey, the first Director of the Commission on
Human Rights, in an article in the January 1948 issue of "The Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science," publicly
disclosed that what the Commission on Human Rights was proposing
in its various so-called bills of rights programs constituted intervention
in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of the member States.
He exposed the whole revolutionary nature of these programs by
boldly stating:
What the United Nations is trying to do is revolutionary in character. Human
rights are largely a matter of relationships between the state and individuals, and
therefore a matter which has been traditionally regarded as being within the
domestic jurisdiction of states. What is now being proposed is, in effect, the
creation of some kind of supernational supervision of this relationship between
the state and its citizens. * * *

(2) In April 1949 Mr. Moses Moskowitz of the United Nations

staff, publicly stated (35 ABAJ 285) that under the official view of
the United Nations, any matter once becoming the subject of a U.N.
convention or even of a resolution of one of its agencies, ceased to be
"a matter essentially within the jurisdiction of a member state." In
other words, the U.N. (or any of its agencies), by its own ipse dixit,
so to speak may internationalize a purely domestic matter so that
it loses its character as a domestic matter and loses the benefit of the
protection and immunities set up in the charter with respect to such
matters. Upon this theory, the U.N., by its own bootstraps, could
lift itself into a world government. * * *

(3) In September 1950, the internationalists in the U.N. succeeded
in getting the famous (or infamous) official pronouncement from the
Achleson State Department (Stpte Department Publication 3972) that
"there is now no longer any real difference between domestic and
foreign affairs." On the basis of such a pronouncement by our own
State Department, with nothing in the nature of the Connally reservation to negative it, the World Court would have little hesitation in
holding that the United States no longer considers itself as havin
any domestic affairs over which to preserve its own jurisdiction. * * f
lMany other instances could be cited where the internationalists,
in and out of the United Nations, have attempted to establish a supernational supervision over matters "essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction" of the United States. The Commission on Human
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Rights is not the only U.N. agency that, in the years following 1948,
was engaged in spawning treaties designed to control and supervise
many of our essentially domestic concerns. Among these agencies
are the ILO, UNESCO, GATT, ITU, FAO and many others. * * *
Without the Connally reservation, the World Court would have the
exclusive power to determine which of the foregoing matters, or what
part of them, are subject, to the compulsory jurisdiction of that Court.
It will not do to say that this vast program of "treaty law" has somewhat bogged down and that few of these treaties have proceeded to the
point
of ratification by the U.S. Senate. This is true for the time
bing *
The great oversight on the part of all those who now advocate withdrawing the Connally reservation is that they fail to consider the
various programs already advanced by the United Nations and its
agencies and the innumerable ones that may probably be advanced in
the future. Through the stratagem of treaty law and through other
ingenious devices and pronouncements and declarations by government, a large part of our domestic affairs can be characterized as international. When so characterized, they may easily be treated by the
World Court as a part of international law and subject to its compulsory jurisdiction. Under a general and unlimited declaration by the
United States accepting the jurisdiction of that Court, we would not
be in any posture to prevent it. * * *
SUMMARY OF THE REASONS FOR NOT WITHDRAWING THE CONNALLY
RESERVATION

In any consideration of the matter, the historical background of
events connected with the activities of the United Nations for the
period 1946-56, which, as heretofore outlined, endanger and continue
to endanger the sovereignty and independence of the United States
and its jurisdiction over its domestic affairs must never be forgotten
or overlooked. It will not do to say that these events are just past
history and that we must now approach the issue of the Connally
reservation with open minds and open hearts and, in the cause of
world peace and world law, have implicit faith that the decisions of
the World Court will conform to our American view as to what matters
are domestic in character and what international. Those who forget
or ignore the lessons of history or the sobering experiences of the past,
not only foolishly invite the same dangers again, but often perish,
whether thev be Individuals or nations.
The interinationalists still expect to try, by and through the United
Nations and its agencies, and by and through
the device
* * treaty&
* of
law to edge the United States into a world government.
Whatever the reasons of the Senate at the time of the passage of
the Connalh, reservation, the reasons now for its retention are clear
and manifold. It is the onlv real safeguard we have had during the
years 1946-56 and that we* still have against that school of internationalists who believe it honest and necessary for world peace to
circumvent and distort the language and intendments of the charter
with respect to the sovereignty and independence and the domestic
affairs of the United States.
When the members of the ABA Peace and Law Committee urged
the house of delegates to pass the resolution, in 1947, recommending
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to the Senate that it reconsider the matter of the form of the U.S.
declaration under article 36(5) of the statute of the World Court
and authorize the filing of a modified declaration eliminating our
right to determine when a matter is domestic instead of international,
the members of that committee (including the writer) believed that
the United Nations and its agencies would, in good faith, observe
and comply with the language and intendments of the charter and
the pledges and assurances of the Secretary of State, Mr. Stettinius,
in connection therewith, with respect to matters affecting the sover_eignty and independence of the United States and involving its
domestic affairs. After definite evidence came to the attention of
the members of the peace and law committee of the disregard of the
language and intendments of the charter and of the disregard for the
said pledges and assurances, and the members of the peace and law
committee, the latter part of 1948, became disillusioned that committee abandoned any further efforts to seek a change in dhe
Connally
attempting
reservation, and turned to the task of formulating and
to pass a constitutional amendment to protect the United States and
its citizens against the dangers of "treaty law"-a United Nations
device for circumventing article 2(7) of the charter. To have continued to urge a change in the Cbonally reservation would have
been inconsistent and at war with the basic purposes of the Bricker
amendment. So far as the ABA is concerned, the Connally reservation then became a dead issue until resurrected at the ABA meeting
in Los Angeles in 1958. * * *

The renewed activity since 1958 with respect to the Connally
reservation and the movement to secure action on the part of the
Government and the Senate of the United States, by way of withdrawing it, has been largely stimulated by the activities of a group in
the American Bar Association, most of whom fought the idea of a
constitutional amendment to protect American rights against the
dangers of "treaty law"; but devoted their efforts in the American
Bar Association House of Delegates over the several years beginning
the latter part of 1948 to defeat the proposal for such an amendment
and to have the House approve United Nations conventions, like the
Genocide Convention, interfering with our domestic affairs.
Ne-ertheless, they have always been outvoted on every aspect of
this debate, whether concerning the adoption of a constitutional
amendment or specific debates with respect to covenants and proposals designed to interfere in the domestic affairs of the American
eople. It is appropriate to remind the internationalists that the
Iouse of delegates is also on record with respect to these matters.
It is, therefore, no more a non sequitur to say that because, since the
latter part of 1948, the house of delegates is on record in a variety of
instances as favoring the protection of American domestic jurisdiction
as against any extension by the United Nations of its jurisdiction over
these matters, this means that the vote of the house with respect to
the Connally reservation in February 1947 has been officially nullified,
than it is a non sequitur for the committee and the section to say that,
because of the vote of the house in February 1947, with respect to the
withdrawal of the Connally reservation, the attitude of the house and
the Armerican Bar Association remains today the same as in 1947-in
spite of successions of acts and votes by the house disclosing, since
the latter part of 1948, that it has opposed every and all attempts by
the U.N. to extend its jurisdiction over our domestic affairs
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THE CASE FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT 1

(By Parliamentary Group for World Government)
In a world which contains atom and hydrogen bombs war must be
abolished or civilization will perish. The supreme question in every
mind is this: How can it be? The world awaits the answer.
Our problem, fortunately, is not intractable. We know in principle
how war is abolished. It is abolished by merging several states into
one. The Scots and English, for instance used to fight bitterly
against one another. Then, in 1707, came the Act of Union. Since
at date the two nations, which had previously appeared irreconcilable have lived at peace.
The U.S.A. is another example of the Union of independent, and at
one time hostile, states. Switzerland, Australia, and Canada are all
successful federations. Many other such cases where political union
has eliminated interstate conflicts can be traced in history. On the
other hand, not one major alliance of sovereign nations has ever survived more than a decade or two before it has collapsed in armed
strife.
THE NATURE OF PEACE

Evidently something fundamental, important, and formidable is
being constantly evaded in current discussions about peace. It is the
sovereign independence of states. That is the root of the problem,
and until we tackle it we can never hope to make any real progress
toward world peace. We shall go on endlessly negotiating pacts and
treaties, while all the time the unresolved problem inexorably compels
us to spend our substance in preparations for war. This is whathas
been happening throughout the whole of this century. It is happening
now. The truth is that peace and national sovereignty are incompatible.
BASIS OF WAR

It is true that peace inside a state can be disturbed. There may be
civil war. It is also true that between sovereign states there occur
periods of agreement and comparative tranquility. But this does not
affect the argument. Civil war is not inherent in the state, but war
is inherent in interstate relations if those relations are based on
national sovereignty.
This is because a sovereign state, by its very nature has to be
constantly prepared for war and its intentions are inevitably suspect.
Its neighbors in turn build up their armaments. In the end one of the
nations gets too strong, or another grows too fearful; the inevitable
accident happens, and the shooting starts.
MAINTAINING LAW AND ORDER

The argument for mer i separate states into one federation in
order to create the conditions of peace can also be stated in another
way. Within any community peace-and security for its citizens--is
obtained by the maintenance of law and order by government. This
requires the creation of three interdependent institutions.
Elmerpts from 'Parliamentary Group for World Government." Parlimentary Path to Pear,
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First, the legislature, which, being elected by or responsible to the
peoples, makes their laws. Secondly, the judiciary, the independent
and impartial instrument for interpreting the law and applying its
sanctions. Thirdly, the police, who enforce the laws of the legislature
in the light of the decisions of the judiciary.
PEACE-BYPRODUCT OF GOVERNMENT

Now, wherever these three institutions operate effectively, within
that area and among and between the members of that community
peace obtains. But when law, order and government are absent or
break down, anarchy automatically occurs, and disorder and strife
ensue. This pattern is invariable in human societies. Peace, in
other words, is not a static concept which sovereign nations can secure
by signing pacts or drafting treaties. On the contrary, it is the byproduct of effective and stable government.
WORLD NEED FOR GOVERNMENT

Within each of the four score and more sovereign nation states into
which the human family is now divided, the principle by which the
maintainance of the peace is obtained through the exercise of law and
its appropriate institutions is widely recognized and understood. But
for the World as a whole there are currently no such institutions.
Nor is war, which is the inevitable result, seen to be the consequence
of this fact.
There is no world peace today precisely because there is no world
legislature to make the laws, no world judiciary to interpret them, and
no world police to enforce the laws upon the individual lawbreaker.
These essential institutions of global peace are urgently required.
ECONOMIC REPERCUSSIONS

The claim of each sovereign nation to be judge in its own disputes
tends inevitably to lead to war. But that is not the end of the evil.
The nation states, though they have increasingly regulated and organized economic activity within their own boundaries, have followed
narrowly conceived self-interest in international economic relations.
They pay lip service to the doctrine that prosperity is indivisible;
but again and again the desire to introduce or retain within their
boundaries some industry or activity which is valuable in wartime
leads one or other of them to impede that free flow of trade without
which a rapid improvement in standards of living is impossible.
Econonmc nationalism and the consequent devotion of a large proportion of the resources of every nation to preparation for war
perpetuates poverty and stimulates that rivalry for control of essential
supplies of raw materials which is one of the main causes of war.
INADEQUACY OF UNITED NATIONS

National sovereignty is actually enshrined in the very charter of
the United Nations. The U.N., as at present constituted, is not a
true government; it is merely a league of sovereign states. The
Assembly and the various agencies are places where diplomatic negotiation between the independent nations is habitually conducted.
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Any pacts, treaties or agreements which may be concluded by the
U.N. cannot therefore make peace, because national sovereignty is
still retained. The nations of the U.N. may, of course, decide that
it pays them to keep the terms of some agreements which they have
recently concluded. Or they may differently interpret them.
OBSERVING AGREEMENTS

But there is no force except war that can compellthem to obey
them. Sovereign nations, indeed, are willing to enter into all sorts of
agreements provided there is no way of making sure that they observe
them. In consequence, war continues because enforcible law does not
exist.
Many efforts have already been made to make the U.N. more
effective. The Little Assembly and the Collective Measures Committee are examples of such innovations. But much more drastic
alterations are required. It may well be found that the best method
of securing a world government lies through the development of the
United Nations.
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF LAW

One of the weaknesses of all leagues, confederations of sovereign
states, and alliances, is that they must exercise their authority not
upon people but upon nations. By definition, confederations and
leagues have no authority over individuals. Their authority is exercised solely upon the nation states which are their members; and all
the rules and regulations which they make must be operated upon or
through these states.
But a nation state cannot be arrested, cannot be tried, and cannot
be sentenced. Laws can be made effective and effectively enforced
only if they are applicable directly upon the individual. The nation
is far too large a unit to be amenable to legislation. The Nuremberg
Code, under which some German war criminals were tried and sentenced, was a belated recognition of this fact. It is significant that
this code has not yet been officially recognized by the U.N. It still
remains a sanction which only victors can impose on the vanquished.
THE POLITICAL PROBLEM

How can the process of international integration be best achieved?
It is unlikely that every nation in the world will simultaneously decide
to set aside its sovereign status and join a federal world state. The
jigsaw puzzle may have to be fitted together section by section.
Arguments are therefore often adduced for partial world federations
such as a United Europe, or an Atlantic Community or a free world
federation as possible first steps to the final goal of the world state.
Any of these, if they were acceptable, might serve our purpose.
There is, however, one golden rule which ought to be applied.
Whatever nations unite as the founder members of a world state, that
state should be so constituted that any nation may, at anyi time it
chooses, accede and thus become a member on exactly similar terms
and conditions as apply to the founder members.
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Furthermore, these terms of membership should be concisely written
into the constitution of the federation. However few be the founder
nations, the union they create would then be a true nucleus for a
deliberately projected world state.
It seems probable that the people of Europe would be wise to enter a
world federation as a single homogeneous political entity. Whether
Europe itself can be thus united prior to the day it enters the larger
world federation is still an acutely controversial problem. But once a
world federation is in existence, European or other regional integrations will be far easier to achieve.
WORLD MUTUAL AID

It is strongly arguable that any world federation set up must be given
adequate powers and authority to raise revenue not only to pay for
the maintenance of the federal institutions and defense forces but also
to enable an appropriate organ of the government of the federation
to initiate and carry through schemes of economic development.
IS WORLD GOVERNMENT POSSIBLE?

It is often said that world government, though obviously desirable,
is utopian because of the existing international disagreement in the
world. Of course this is now true. But if nations were to admit that
world federation is their goal, that would in itself lessen the tensions
and thus prepare the way for world federal government.
So long, however, as each nation is insistent on the retention of its
national sovereignty, little progress can be made. Until we admit
that our aim is a world federal government and are able to measure
our tactics in foreign policy against this ultimate strategy, we cannot
expect the nations we fear to respect our intentions.
How can we honestly claim to be a peace-loving nation while we
insist on retaining national sovereignty, which involves the right to
wage war?
The argument for the world federal authority has been a compelling
one for centuries. The idea is not new. Why, then, should we be
advocating it with such urgency today? Has something changed?
Yes. In the last 5 or 10 years something has happened which has
at last made world government possible.
Government over any area large or small, has always been impractical where adequate means of communication did not exist. Hitherto,
the world has lacked these means. But today, quite suddenly, the
teleprinter, the radio and the scheduled air services have supplied the
machinery. Almost overnight the age-long dream of the idealists has
been converted into practical politics.
Those same scientists who, with their inventions in atomic fission
and bacteriology have made modern war so terrible, have also made
it superfluous.
The world is now governable: peace is at last possible. It is our
task to create it.
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THE ILLUSION OF WORLD GOVERNMENT 8

(By Reinhold Niebuhr)
The trustful acceptance of false solutions for our perplexing problems
adds a touch of pathos to the tragedy of our age. * * *

Our problem is that techniques have established a rudimentary

world community but have not integrated it organically, morally, or

politically. They have created a community of mutual dependence,
but not one of mutual trust and respect. Without this higher integration, advancing techniques tend to sharpen economic rivalries within
a general framework of economic interdependence; they change the
ocean barriers of yesterday into the battlegrounds of today; and they
increase the deadly efficacy of the instruments of war so that vicious
circles of mutual fear may end in atomic conflicts and mutual destruction. To these perplexities an ideological conflict has been added,

which divides the world into hostile camps.
It is both necessary and laudable that men of good will should, in
this situation, seek to strengthen every moral and political force which
might give a rudimentary world community a higher degree of integration. It was probably inevitable that the desperate plight of our age
should persuade some well-meaning men that the gap between a
technically integrated and politically divided community could be
closed by the simple expedient of establishing a world government
through the fiat of the human will and creating world community by
the fiat of world government. It is this hope which adds a touch of
pathos to already tragic experiences. The hope not only beguiles
some men from urgent moral and political responsibilities. It tempts
others into irresponsible criticisms of the necessarily minimal constitutional structur- which we have embodied in the United Nations and
which is as bad as its critics aver only if a better one is within the realm
of possibilities.
Virtually all arguments for world government rest upon the simple
presupposition that the desirability of world order proves the attainability of world government. Our precarious situation is unfortunately no proof, either of the moral ability of mankind to create
a world government by an act of the will, nor of the political ability
of such a government to integrate a world community in advance
of a more gradual growth of the "social tissue" which every community requires more than government.
Most advocates of world government also assume that nations
need merely follow the alleged example of the individuals of another
age who are supposed to have achieved community by codifyin
their agreements into law and by providing an agency of some kind
for law enforcement. This assumption ignores the historic fact
that the mutual respect for each other's rights in particular communities is older than any code of law; and that machinery for the
enforcement of law can be efficacious only when a community as
a whole obeys its laws implicitly, so that coercive enforcement
may be limited to a recalcitrant minority.

I

Excerpts from Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, October 1949, pp. 28-292. Reproduced by permission
of Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.
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The fallacy of world government can be stated in two simple
propositions. The first is that governments are not created by fiat
(though sometimes they can be imposed by tyranny). The second
is that governments have only limited efficacy in integrating a community.
The advocates of world government talk of calling a world constitutional convention which would set up the machinery of a global
constitutional order and would then call upon the nations to abrogate
or abridge their sovereignty in order that this newly created universal
sovereignty could have unchallenged sway. No such explicit abnegation has ever taken place in the history of the world. Explicit governmental authority has developed historically from the implicit authority of patriarchal or matriarchal tribal forms. Governments, so
established, have extended their dominion over weaker neighbors.
But the abridgment of sovereignty has always been indirect rather
than direct; or it has been attained by the superimposition of
power. * * * No group of individuals has ever created either government or community out of whole cloth. One reason why the social
contract conception of government has a particular plausibility with
us is because the United States came closer to a birth by "contract"
than any other nation. But the preamble of our Constitution declares
that its purpose is to extablish a "more perfect union." That is a
very telling phrase which presupposes a previous union. This previous union was in fact established on the battlefield in a common
struggle against a common foe; it needed only to be made "more
perfect." It may be observed in passing that, though the Thirteen
Colonies had never enjoyed sovereignty they did not find it too easy
---to submit what had only been potential, and not actual, sovereignty
to the authority of the .FederalUnion. We fought a civil war before
it was proved that they had, in fact, done this without reservations.
When the question is raised whether the nations of the world would
voluntarily first create, and then submit to, a supernational authority,
the possible reluctance of nations, other than Russia, to take this step
is fortunately or unfortunately obscured by the Russian intransigence.
The Russians have declared again and again that they would leave
the United Nations if the veto power were abolished. This means
that Russia, as a prospective minority in a world community, is not
ready to submit her fate to the will of a majority, even in such a loose
organization as the United Nations. It is therefore obvious that she
would be even more unwilling to submit her sovereignty to a more
highly integrated constitutional order.
The proponents of world government have two answers to the problem posed by Russian intransigence. One is to assert that the
Russians never have had the chance to accept or reject a genuinely
constitutional world order; and that there are real possibilities of her
acceptance of a constitution which is not wei hted against her. This
answer contains in a nutshell the rationalist ?llusion implicit in world
government theories. * * *

The other answer to the problem of Russian intransigence is a
proposed creation of a "world" government without Russia. Thus in
the name of "one world" the world would be divided in two. Proponents of world government are always ready with criticisms of the
ambiguities in the Charter of the United Nations, without recognizing
that those ambiguities correspond to the actual historical situation.
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The Security Council is, for instance, a bridge of a sort between the
segments of a divided world. They would destroy that bridge for the
sake of creating a more logical constitutional system. This done, they
look forward to one of two possibilities.
One is that Russia, faced with a united opposition, and concluding
that she would not have to sacrifice her Communist government but
only her ambition to spread communism, would ultimately capitulate
and join the world federation. This abstract approach to political
problems is completely oblivious of the dynamism of communism.
The other course chosen by some advocates of world government is
to create such a government without Russia and to divide the world
more consistently in the name of the principle of "one" world. If
this should lead to a world conflict they believe that the agonies of
war will be assuaged for us by our knowledge that we are at least
fighting for a principle of ultimate validity. * * *

The ambiguities in the Charter of the United Nations which so
outrage the advocates of world government are in fact the consequence
of seeking to guarantee two, rather than one, objectives. The one
objective is to preserve the unity of one world, even though it be
seriously divided, and to provide a meeting ground between East and
West where some of the tensions and frictions may be resolved. The
other is to preserve the integrity of our way of life against a tyrannical
system which we abhor. The Russians, insofar as they are honest
devotees of a Marxist dream of world order, are presumably in the
same position. Each of us hopes ultimately to create a world order
upon the basis of our conception of justice. Neither of us is ready, at
the moment, to submit our fate to a world authority without reservation, so long as the possibility remains that such an authority could
annul a system of law and justice to which we are deeply committed.
So far we have considered only the difficulties of creating a world
government by constitutional fiat.. But a much more serious defect in
world government theories is to be found in their conception of the
relation of government to community. Governments cannot create
communities for the simple reason that the authority of government is
not primarily the authority of law nor the authority of force, but the
authority of the community itself. Laws are obeved because the community accepts them as corresponding, on the whole, to its conception
of justice. This is particularly true of democratically organized communities but it is well to observe that even in traditional, nondemocratic communities of the past there was a discernible difference
between tyranny and legitimate government. It consisted precisely
in the fact that a legitimate government relied primarily upon the
implicit consent of the community. * * *

The priority of the community to its laws and its use of force does not
mean that both law and force may not have limited efficacy in perfecting the organization and preserving the integrity of the community.
Good constitutions provide for the rational arbitrament of many conflicting and competing forces which might otherwise tear the community apart. Preponderant force in one part of the community
may also so shape the social forces of the total community that its
use need not be perpetual. * * * The analogy in present global terms

would be the final unification of the world through the preponderant
power of either America or Russia, whichever proved herself victorious in a final global struggle. The analogy teaches us nothing
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about the possibilities of a constitutional world state. It may teach
us that though the perils of international anarchy are very great, they
may still be preferable to international tyranny.
The coalescence of communities from city-states to empires in the
ancient world, and from feudal entities to nations in the modern
period, was frequently accomplished only by the imposition of preponderant power. The fact is particularly significant, since all of
these communities could rely upon all sorts of "organic" factors for
their force of cohesion which the rudimentary world community lacks.
By organic factors, I mean such forces as the power of ethnic kinship,
the force of a common history-particularly the memory of joint
struggles against a common foe-a common language, a common
culture and a common religion. We do have examples of ethnically
and religiously pluralistic nations and empires, but they possess
a basic homogeneity of some kind, underlying the differences.
The fact is that even the wisest statecraft cannot create social tissue.
It can cut, sew, and redesign social fabric to a limited degree. But the
social fabric upon which it works must be "given."
The international community is not totally lacking in social tissue;
but it is very scant, compared with that of particular states. Let us
briefly assess the various factors in it. Most important as a force of
social cohesion in the world community is the increasing economic
interdependence of peoples of the world. But it is important to contrast this economic interdependence immediately with the wide
disparity in the economic strength of various nations.
A second factor in the social tissue of the world community is the
fear of mutual annihilation, heightened in recent years by the new
dimension which atomic discoveries have given to mankind's instruments of death. We must not underestimate this fear as a social
force, even as we must recognize that some culturally pluralistic
communities of past history have achieved some cohesion through
the minimal conviction that order is to be preferred to anarchy.
But- the fear of destruction in itself is less potent than the fear of
specific peril from a particular foe. There is no record in history of
peoples establishing a common community because they feared each
other, though there are many instances when the fear of a common
foe acted as the cement of cohesion.
The final and most important factor in the social tissue of the world
community is a moral one. Enlightened men in all nations have
some sense of obligation to their fellow men, beyond the limits of
their nation-state. There is at least an inchoate sense of obligation
to the inchoate community of mankind. The desperate necessity
for a more integrated world community has undoubtedly increased
this sense of obligation, inculcated in the conscience of mankind
since the rise of universal, rather than parochial, philosophies and
religions. This common moral sense is of tremendous importance
have as
for the moral and religious life of mankind; but it does not Political
much immediate political relevance as is sometime supposed.
cohesion requires common convictions on particular issues of justice;
and these are lacking. * * *

In short, the forces which are operating to integrate the world
community are limited. To call attention to this fact does not mean
that all striving for a higher and wider integration of the world community is vain. That task must and will engage the conscience of
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mankind for ages to come. But the edifice of government which we
build will be sound and useful if its height is proportionate to the
strength of the materials from which it is constructed. The immediate
political situation requires that we seek not only peace but also the
preservation of a civilization which we hold to be preferable to the
universal tyranny with which Soviet aggression threatens us. Success
in this double task is the goal; let us not be diverted from it by the
pretense that there is a simple alternative. * * *

There is obviously no political program which can offer us, in ouJ
situation, perfect security against either war or tyranny. Nevertheless, we are not prisoners of historical destiny. We shall have
constant opportunity to perfect instruments of peace and justice if we
succeed in creating some communal foundation upon which constitutional structures can rest. We shall exploit our opportunities the more
successfully, however, if we have knowledge of the limits of the will in
creating government, and of the limits of government in creating
community. We may have pity upon, but can have no sympathy
with, those who flee to the illusory security of the impossible from
the insecurities and ambiguities of the possible.
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